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To Noreen Marie Carrocci .•. 
Edna St, Vincent Millay expressed it best. 
11 Love i s not al 1 it is not meat nor drink 
Nor slumber nor a roof against the rain; 
Nor yet a floating spar to men that sink 
And rise and sink and rise and sink again, 
Love can not fill the thickened lung with breath, 
Nor clean the blood, nor set the fractured bone; 
Yet many a man is making friends with death 
Even as I speak, for lack of love alone. 
It well may be that in a difficult hour, 
Pinned down by pain and moaning for release, 
Or nagged by want past resolution's power, 
I might be driven to sell your love for peace, 
Or trade the memory of this night for food. 
It well may be. I do not think I would." 
(from Fatal Interview. 
New York· Harper & 
Brothers, 1931) 
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CHAPTER ONE· INTRODUCTION 
The project reported in these pages is a social scientist's 
investigation of an hypothesized structure for the genre of apologetic 
discourse. It is essentially a response to the call issued in 1971 by 
Wayne Brockriede for efforts at interfacing scientific and literary 
approaches to the study of rhetorical communication. Brockriede re-
viewed C. P. Snow's arguments about the increasing polarization of the 
intellectual life of western society into opposed cultures of scientists 
and literary intellectuals and found those arguments to be pertinent to 
the situation confronting students of rhetoric. 
The applicability of such a two-cultures analysis 
to rhetorical communication is obvious. Members 
of the scientific culture - those persons interested 
in the empirical, the experimental, and the behavioral -
tend to read and write their own literature, talk 
their own language, and pursue their own goals. 
Members of the other culture - those persons inter-
ested in the literary, the aesthetic, and the 
humanistic - likewise tend to pursue their own 
separate courses. The relationship between empiri-
cists and traditionalists in rhetorical communication, 
like that of Snow's larger analysis of the two 
cultures, tends to range from overt hostility to 
peaceful but separate coexistence. (Brockriede, 
1971, pp. 129-130) 
It was my desire, when undertaking my dissertation research, to 
establish a point of contact between the two cultures depicted by 
Brockriede. I began by adopting the perspective established by Edwin 
Black through his arguments about the similarities and differences be-
tween members of the two cultures. Black (1965) states that ' 1the crit-
ic is not so different from the scientists as one might suppose. Both 
have in common two vitally important activities, which are to see a 
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thing clearly and to record what they have seen precisely ... we need 
add only one other item to complete the snapshot of the critic. he 
also seeks to Judge the thing justly" (p. 4). Black elaborates upon 
this latter item and identifies the fundamental difference between the 
critic and the scientist· the critic appraises, while 11 the scientist 
is not interested in judging; not in his capacity as scientist ... 
his neutrality is his pride11 (p. 5). Black also posits two other dif-
ferences. First, he argues that criticism is a humanistic study and 
that 11 the subject of criticism consists exclusively in human activities 
and their results 11 (p. 5). Science, on the other hand, is typically 
concerned with ''natural phenomena11 and its subject matter, therefore, 
is 11 nature spontaneous' 1 (p. 5). The essence of B1ack 1s argument is 
conveyed best, perhaps, by his notion that "there are no critics of 
stars, however beautiful; there are only astronomers" (p. 5). The 
second difference between the critic and the scientist is "the critic 1 s 
interest in making his criticism a force in society . . the sci en-
tist, as a scientist, does not address himself to any public except the 
community of his professional peers. The popular dissemination of his 
findings is in the nature of a postscript; it is the afterthought of 
exploration, but not a part of its essence" (p. 5). 
I agree with most of Black 1 s arguments. Scientists and critics 
al 1ke are involved in empirical studies and utilize empirical methods 
in identifying their data and describing them to other investigators. 
The critic, however, legitimately goes beyond accurate perception and 
description to evaluate that which is observed ... and does so with 
persuasive intent. While Black's final distinction, between the critic 
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as humanist and the scientist as naturalist, may hold true in the 
general case, I do not believe it is applicable to students of rhetori-
cal communication, regardless of their "cultural" backgrounds. When a 
scientist studies rhetorical transactions, his/her field of interest is 
reduced from 11 nature spontaneous11 to "human nature spontaneous." If 
the scientist is willing to accept (as I am) the premise that rhetoric 
and symbolic interaction are exclusively human activities, then his/her 
project comes one step closer to that of the critic. For both the 
scientist an~ the critic considering the phenomena of rhetorical trans-
actions, "the subject •.. consists exclusively in human activities 
and their resu 1 ts" (compare B 1 ack, 1965, p. 5). 
Having adopted this perspective, I undertook a research proJect 
which sought to capitalize on the similarities between critical and 
scientific approaches to a rhetorical phenomenon, apologetic discourse, 
without ignoring or violating the fundamental differences between the 
approaches. Prior to stating the specific hypotheses tested in this 
project, let me sketch briefly the major elements of both the system 
of generic criticism and, specifically, the systematization of apolo-
getic discourse from which those hypotheses were derived and which they 
were intended to refine. 
Generic Criticism and the Genre of Apologia 
Edwin Black, in his treatise Rhetorical Criticism: A Study.!.!'!. 
Method (1965), develops the position that a genre of rhetoric is a 
congregation of discourses around some point on a scale of rhetorical 
transactions (pp. 133-134). Black argues that 11we can expect such 
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congregations to form because discourses sharing the same characteristics 
will tend to have the same effects on similar audiences" (p. 134) Any 
rhetorical transaction is 11a synthesis of three constituents''· rhetori-
cal strategies (characteristics of the discourse), rhetorical situations 
(extralinguistic influences on the audience), and audience effects (re-
sponses to the strategies in the situations) (pp. 134-135). When con-
structing a scale of rhetorical transactions, one may isolate any one 
I 
of the three constituents as the attribute to be scaled, but "since the 
three elements are intimately related and interact, a scale of one will 
perforce involve the other two'' (p. 136). As a consequence of the fact 
that rhetorical transactions are processes in which the constituents of 
strategy, situations, and effects interact, "if we construct a scale by 
any single one of the three constituents of rhetorical transactions, 
our scale will still be a scale of rhetorical transactions" (p. 136) 
Black goes on to note that 11we know relatively 11ttle about strategies; 
certainly not enough to be able to construct a scale of them yet. Our 
knowledge of rhetorical situations is somewhat fuller, but it is still 
scanty. We seem to know most about audience effects, for here we can 
at least imagine a scale of effects ranging from unpersuasive to 
extremely persuasive" (p. 136). Having isolated the "audience effects'' 
constituent, Black forms a crude scale based on "intensity of conviction" 
with exhortation at one extreme and argumentation toward the midpoint 
(the 11weak11 extreme is left unnamed and is not discussed by Black) He 
examines the broad congregations of discourses that cluster around 
these two points on his scale and seeks to (1) identify characteristic 
strategies that promote the effects and (2) discern qualities of the 
situation in which such strategies would produce the criterial effects 
(see Black, 1965, Chapters 5 & 6). 
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In carrying out my research I adopted Black's perspective on genres 
and their constituents. In addition to its status as a major theory of 
rhetorical criticism (evidenced by a reprinting of the treatise in 1978), 
Black's system was amenable to sensible operationalization in the con-
text of a social science experiment. However, the particular genre, 
apologia, which was the focus of my research was not taken directly 
from Black's paradigm. Instead, I focused on the efforts of B. L. Ware 
and Wil A. L1nkugel (1973) to elucidate the characteristics of a 
family of discourses which Black apparently subsumes under the genre 
of argumentation (see Black, 1965, pp. 150-161, where Newman's Apologia 
pro Vita~ is taken as a representative example of argumentative dis-
course). 
At the close of his discussion of the genre of argumentation, 
Black notes that "our conception of this genre has been too gross; that 
is, we have not discriminated among the types of discourse within the 
genre11 (1965, p. 176). As Ware and Linkugel (1973) note, 11 His self-
criticism is valid, as well of considerable import , .. , in that he 
leaves open the question of whether the argumentative genre subsumes 
apologia, as Black implies, or whether apologetics is a genre in its 
own right, as others insist'' (p. 273). 
Ware and Linkugel, in response to the question of the generic 
status of apologia, argue that '1apologetica1 discourses constitute a 
distinct form of public address, a family of speeches with sufficient 
elements in common so as to warrant legitimately generic status" (p. 273). 
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In defense of this assertion, Ware and Linkugel first propose that there 
are four factors which characterize verbal self-defense: denial, bol-
stering, differentiation, and transcendence (p. 274). These factors 
are adapted from Abelson's arguments (1959) about the means of resolving 
belief dilemmas. 
Denial and bolstering are both reformative strategies available to 
a speaker delivering an apologia. Reformative strategies are those which 
''do not attempt to change the audience's meaning or affect for whatever 
is in question" (Ware and Linkugel, pp. 275-276). Denial is 11 the simple 
disavowal by the speaker of any participation in, relationship to, or 
positive sentiment toward whatever it is that repels the audience" 
(p. 276). Bolstering is the 11obverse11 of denial; it "refers to any 
rhetorical strategy which reinforces the existence of a fact, sentiment 1 
object, or relationship" (p. 277). Whenever a speaker seeks to identify 
himself or herself with something the audience views favorably, he/she 
employs a bolstering strategy (p. 277). 
The other two factors of verbal self-defense, differentiation and 
transcendence, are both transformative strategies. These strategies 
seek to alter the audience's meaning and/or affect for the elements 
involved in the situation (p. 278). Differentiation encompasses 
"those strategies which serve the purpose of separating some fact, sen-
timent, object, or relationship from some larger context within which 
the audience presently views that attribute" (p. 278). In essence, 
any rhetorical strategy "which is cognitively divisive and concomi-
tantly transformative is differentiation" (p. 278). Transcendence is 
the "obverse'' of differentiation; this factor of verbal self-defense 
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11 takes in any strategy which cognitively joins some fact, sentiment, 
object, or relationship with some larger context within which the 
audience does not presently view that attribute11 {p. 280) The speaker 
who employs a transcendent strategy seeks to "psychologically move the 
audience away from the particulars of the charge at hand in a direction 
toward some more abstract, general view" of his/her character (p. 280). 
As Ware and Linkugel conclude, "Between the four, these factors subsume 
the many and varied strategies people invent in speaking in their own 
defense11 (p. 281). 
The factor schema proposed by Ware and Linkugel is intended to 
allow the critic to discern 11wh1ch choices a given strategy represents 11 
(p. 282). The importance of the factor schema to generic criticism of 
apologia, however, is "apparent only after we consider the ways in 
which speakers usually combine them to produce that human behavior we 
term the speech of self-defense" (p. 282) Ware and Linkugel propose 
that speakers defending their own characters will normally assume one 
of four 11major rhetorical postures 11 or "stances" absolution, vindi-
cation, explanation, or justification. Each of these stances is a 
subgenre of apologia, according to Ware and Linkugel, since ''each of 
the postures is a recognizable category of addresses into which the 
critic may group speeches on the basis of dominant strategies found in 
the discourses; the postures, like the factors, are not completely 
distinct ~lassifications void of intermediate cases" (p. 282) 
An absolutive apologia is one in which the speaker unites primarily 
the denial and differentiation factors; he/she seeks acquittal. The 
speaker "denies any wrong11 and he/she 11differentiates any personal 
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attribute in question from whatever it is that the audience finds repre-
hensible" {p. 283). 
A vindicative apologia is one which rel 1es heavily on denial and 
transcendence factors, it "permits the accused greater ease in going 
beyond the specifics of a given charge11 {p. 283). In seeking vindica-
tion, the speaker not only denies the charge, but also seeks recognition 
of his/her "greater worth as a human being relative to the worth of his 
accusers11 (p. 283). 
An explanative apologia mixes bolstering and differentiation 
strategies. When taking this stance, the speaker "assumes that if the 
audience understands his motives, actions, beliefs, or whatever, they 
will be unable to condemn him11 (p. 283). 
Finally, a justificative apologia "asks not only for understanding, 
but also for approval" {p. 283). The justificative stance utilizes 
bolstering and transcendence strategies to move beyond the appeals made 
in the explanative stance, much as the vindicative stance uses denial 
and transcendence strategies to move beyond the appeals made in the 
absolutive stance (p. 283). 
Ware and Linkugel conclude their discussion of the genre of apologia 
with the argument that their partitioning of the family of apologetic 
discourse into subgenres "should assist the critic in comparing the 
rhetorical uses of language across a number of different apologetic 
situations11 {p. 283). They note that their classificatory scheme 
11 taken alone lacks an evaluative dimension" and, furthermore, that the 
absence of appraisal from their discussion of the genre is intentional: 
"As we argued in the beginning, the explication of the genre should 
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precede the criticism proper of the apologetic form11 (p. 283). Ware and 
Linkugel, therefore, provide an opportunity for an interface between 
criticism and science that does not violate Black's boundaries for the 
domains peculiar to each perspective on rhetorical transactions. Ware 
and Linkugel are attempting to "see a thing clearly and to record what 
they have seen precisely" (Black, 1965, p. 4). It was my position, in 
undertaking the investigation detailed herein, that a social scientist 
could contribute legitimately and productively to that attempt. 
Statement of the Problem and Hypotheses 
As I saw it, the heuristic power of Ware and Linkugel 1 s paradigm 
for the genre of apologia was limited by one major aspect of their 
discussion: they relied implicitly on Black's model of genres, rhetori-
cal transactions, and their constituents, but departed from Black's 
proJect by scaling apologetic discourse along the rhetorical strategies 
dimension. The reader will recall that Black chose to scale rhetorical 
transactions through use of the audience effects dimension (by employ-
ing "intensity of conviction11 as an informal dependent measure). Ware 
and Linkugel sought to defend the position that apologia constitutes a 
11distinct form of public address" (p. 273), a genre, that is not sub-
sumed by the genre of argumentation (as Black implies). Their choice, 
however, of a constituent for scaling discourses that was different 
from the constituent chosen by Black makes comparisons between the 
"scales" highly problematic. A way out of this dilemma becomes clear, 
however, when it is remembered that both Black and Ware and Linkugel 
are working within a system wherein scaling discourses by any one 
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constituent of rhetorical transactions automatically involves arraying 
those discourses along both remaining dimensions. The audience effects 
dimension is the most accessible constituent of rhetorical transactions, 
given current experimental and analytical techniques in the social 
sciences. The major problem of this study, therefore, became the in-
vestigation of the audience effects of the four subgenres of apologia 
proposed by Ware and Linkugel, with an eye toward arraying them along 
that dimension in meaningful relation to each other. If the subgenres 
could be meaningfully arrayed, in terms of the audience effects they 
elicited, it would then be possible both to meaningfully speculate 
about their scaling on the rhetorical strategies dimension and to 
provide a benchmark of effects with which the impact of other genres 
of discourse could be compared in the future. 
The first hypothesis tested in this investigation was derived from 
Black's speculation that discourse can be most productively scaled 
along the audience effects dimension by assessing the intensity of 
conviction it produces (see Hypothesis I, below). 
It was decided, however, that the primary types of audience 
effects to be tapped in this study would be those most closely related 
to the actual effects sought by an apologist (i.eo, one who delivers an 
apologia): the repair of the audience's perceptions of his/her damaged 
moral character and the amelioration of the audience's perceptions of 
his/her culpability. As Ware and Linkugel note, an apologia is de-
livered in response to an attack upon one's "moral nature, motives, or 
reputation" (1973, p. 274). It follows from this that the dimension of 
speaker credibility that should be most damaged by such an attack, and 
1 1 
which an apologia would seek to repair, is the traditional "rel i/abi 1 ity1' 
or 11 safety11 dimension. 
It was thought possible, however, that damage to this dimension of 
speaker credibil 1ty might have negative consequences for the audience's 
perceptions of the accused person I s "expertness' 1 and "dynam i sm11 as we 11. 
Audience effects, in terms of these dimensions, were therefore also 
assessed in this study. In the course of the investigation, it was 
found that the audience employed in the experiment did not discriminate 
between aspects of expertness and aspects of dynamism, but rather com-
bined them into an overall perception of the speaker's competence which 
was distinct from their perceptions of the speaker's moral character. 
For this reason, hypotheses regarding the effects of an apologia on 
perceptions of expertness and dynamism are combined below into hypo-
theses regarding perceptions of competence. 
It was also found (during a pilot study) that audience members 
assessing an apologist's moral character and culpability might be 
reacting to one or more of the strategies (denial, bolstering, differ-
entiation, transcendence) underlying the rhetorical stance taken by 
the speaker, rather than to the unique combination of strategies 
found in each stance. For this reason, hypotheses regarding audience 
effects in response to speaker strategies, not just to the stance 
taken by the speaker, were included for testing in this experiment. 
In summary, the major hypotheses tested in this ,study focused 
on differences among apologias with regard to: 
(a) The audience's perception of the apologist's 
I 
moral character, in contrast to perceptions held by a 
group knowing only the accusations made, as a result of 
var1at1ons 1n the stance enacted by the apologist (Hypo-
theses I la & lib) and the strategies employed by the 
apologist (Hypotheses I I I & IV), 
(b) The audience's perceptions of the apologist's 
competence, in contrast to perceptions held by a group 
knowing only the accusations made, as a result of varia-
tions 1n the stance enacted by the apologist (Hypotheses 
Va & Vb) 
(c) The audience's perceptions of the apologist's 
culpability, 1n contrast to perceptions held by a group 
knowing only the accusations made, as a result of varia-
tions ,n the stance enacted by the apologist (Hypotheses 
Via & V(b) and the strategies employed by the apologist 
(Hypotheses VI I & VI ( I) 
The maJor hypotheses that were tested in this 1nvestigat1on are 
stated formally below The hypotheses are rendered in null form and 
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are nond1rectional, since the arguments presented by Ware and L1nkugel 
provide no basis for proposing the direction of any differences that 
might emerge among the four stances and their constituent strategies. 
The methods used to operationalize and test these hypotheses are dis-
cussed 1n the next chapter of this report 
Hypotheses 
Systematic variations 1n the text of an apologia read by subjects 
will produce no differences in the level of intensity of conviction 
they report, and the level they report will not differ from the 
level reported by subjects reading only a set of charges. 
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I la· The judgments made regarding a person's moral character by sub-
Jects reading only a set of charges against that person will not 
differ from similar Judgments made by subjects who read the 
charges and a text of an apologia in reply to them. 
I lb: Systematic variations in the text of an apologia read by subjects 
will produce no differences in their judgments regarding the 
apologist's moral character. 
Ill: The judgments about an apologist's moral character that are made 
by subjects reading an apologia enacting denial strategies wi11 
not differ from similar Judgments made by subjects reading an 
apologia enacting bolstering strategies. 
IV: The judgments about an apologist's moral character that are made 
by subjects reading an apologia enacting differentiation 
strategies will not differ from similar judgments made by sub-
jects reading an apologia enacting transcendence strategies. 
Va: The judgments made regarding a person's competence by subjects 
reading only a set of charges against that person will not differ 
from similar judgments made by subjects who read the charges and 
a text of an apologia in reply to them. 
Vb· Systematic variations in the text of an apologia read by subjects 
will produce no differences in their judgments regarding the 
apologist's competence. 
Via: The judgments made regarding a person's culpability by subjects 
reading only a set of charges against that person will not differ 
from similar judgments made by subjects who read the charges and 
a text of an apologia in reply to them. 
Vlb: Systematic variations in the text of an apologia read by subjects 
will produce no differences in their judgments regarding the 
apologist's culpability. 
VII. The judgments about an apologist's culpability that are made by 
subjects reading an apologia enacting denial strategies will not 
differ from similar Judgments made by subjects reading an apologia 
enacting bolstering strategies. 
VI II: The Judgments about an apologist's culpability that are made by 
subjects reading an apologia enactin~ differentiation strategies 
will not differ from similar judgments made by subJects reading 
an apologia enacting transcendence strategies. 
CHAPTER TWO· PROCEDURES 
This chapter presents the procedures followed in preparing for and 
executing the experiment. The investigation was structured as a one-way 
analysis of variance design. The groups in the experiment were (1) one 
group which read only a set of charges against a person (i.e, a control 
group), (2) four groups which read the same set of charges and a full 
text of an apologia (either absolutive, vindicative, explanative, or 
justificative) in reply to it, and (3) four groups which read the same 
set of charges and a partial text of an apologia in reply to it. The 
latter four groups were in~luded in the design in order to provide 
information about possible stance-related differences in the process 
of credibility repair. 
The specific steps involved in implementing this basic design are 
discussed below under five headings· (1) stimulus materials, (2) de-
pendent measures, (3) selection of subjects, (4) experimental task and 
procedures, and (5) summary of data analysis. 
Stimulus Materials 
The first task that was undertaken was the preparation of both a 
credible set of charges and apologias, one enacting each of the four 
stances proposed by Ware and Linkugel, in reply to it. In order to 
simplify the procedures of the experiment and to avoid contamination 
of results by extraneous characteristics of a ''1 ive'' or video/audio 
taped rhetor, the decision was made to incorporate stimulus materials 
into a counterfeit "newswire teletype copy." 
-14-
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The set of charges and the characterization of the fictitious per-
son against whom they were directed ("Dr. Arthur Miles") were based 
loosely upon a situation in a novel by C. P. Snow (1958). The accused 
person in this experiment was portrayed as a well-known and respected 
scientist, serving as director of a large research facility, who was 
criticized for various deficiencies of moral character by his colleagues 
during the course of a routine assessment of the research facility by a 
disinterested group. 
The apologias in reply to the charges were written by the experi-
menter (with the editorial assistance of Dr. Wil A. Linkugel). When 
each of the apologias was deemed to be sufficiently refined so as to 
clearly enact one of the four rhetorical stances, by virtue of both 
its inherent strategies and its overall tone, the speeches were sub-
mitted to a group of 16 judges. The judges included: one undergraduate 
student, fourteen M.A. and Ph.D candidates, and two faculty members 
in the Division of Speech Communication and Human Relations at the 
University of Kansas. Each judge was given a criterion sheet that 
provided Ware and Linkugel 1s definitions of the four possible strategies 
(denial, bolstering, differentiation, and transcendence) and the four 
possible stances (absolutive, vindicative, explanative, and justifica-
tive) to which he/she might be exposed. After reading the criterion 
sheet (see Appendix A) and asking any questions he/she had about the 
definitions, each judge was given a copy of one of the four apologias. 
The copy was selected at random from a group of copies that had been 
shuffled by a disinterested person, so neither the judge nor the 
experimenter knew which type of apologia the judge had been assigned. 
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The judge then read the text of the speech (usually at home) and return-
ed it after deciding, without consulting any other person, which of the 
four stances it enacted and writing comments to support that decision. 
The results of the judges' review of the texts 1s summarized 1n Appendix 
B, 15 of 16 Judges (94%) correctly identified the stance enacted in the 
text they had been given. 
With the enactments of the stances thus Judged as meeting the 
criteria proposed by Ware and Linkugel, the final step was to combine 
the charges and a speech in reply to them in a format that would have 
some degree of realism for subjects ,n the experiment. A special IBM 
typeface was used that mimicked the characters produced by a teletype 
printer and the typescript was then masked along its edges to produce 
a credible facsimile of an actual newswire copy The end products of 
these machinations appear in Appendix C. To complete the deception, a 
cover sheet was added that attributed the 11 newscopy 11 to a (nonexistent) 
news bureau and wire service (see Appendix G). The deception was 
apparently successful. Fewer than ten percent of the subjects 1n the 
experiment expressed doubt that the materials they were given were 
photocopies of actual wire service teletype copy. 
Dependent Measures 
Four dependent measures were created for use 1n this study: a 
semantic differential instrument for measuring the perceived credibil~ 
ity of the accused/apologist, individual items for assessing the per~ 
ce1ved culpability of the accused/apologist and the intensity of con-
viction with which that Judgment was made, and a questionnaire 
assessing subjects' abil 1t1es to identify the stance enacted 1n the 
apologia to which they were exposed. The specific characteristics of 
each of these measures are addressed below 1n turn. 
Apologia Credibility Differential 
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A special instrument for measuring perceived speaker credibility 
was assembled for use in this study in 1 ight of the need for a measure 
that was sensitive to possible differences on a number of aspects of 
perceived moral character In cooperation with Dr Kim Giffin and Dr. 
Wil A. Linkugel, the experimenter selected, as particularly relevant 
to 11mora1 character11 , the following adJective pairs from the Berlo, 
Lemert, and Mertz (1969) compilation of items relevant to the tradition-
al "safety'' dimension of speaker credibi 1 ity: admirable-contemptible, 
honest-dishonest, ethical-unethical, kind-cruel, safe-dangerous, good-
bad, stable-unstable, trustworthy-untrustworthy, and just-unJust. 
Three informal criteria were employed in selecting these pairs from 
all of those available: (1) they should have the highest and purest 
factor loading on the "safety" dimension possible while still (2) re-
flecting commonsense notions of the constituents of moral character 
and/or (3) reflecting specific characteristics attacked in the counter~ 
fe1t set of charges prepared for the experiment. 
Adjective pairs reflecting the traditional ''expertness" and "dyna-
mism" dimensions of speaker credibility were also selected from the 
items compiled by Berlo, Lemert, and Mertz: qualified-unqualified, 
skilled-unskilled, trained-untrained, experienced-inexperienced; and 
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active-passive, aggressive-meek, emphatic-hesitant, and forceful-
forceless. As was noted previously in this report, these two dimensions 
"collapsed" into a hybrid competence dimension when employed by subjects 
in this study, the factor analysis revealing this shift is discussed in 
the next chapter of this report. 
The order of the seventeen items of the Apologia Credibility 
Differential (hereafter, ACD) was determined by using a table of random 
numbers. The position of the positive attribute in eight of the items 
was then reversed, again by use of a table of random numbers, to guard 
against response bias. The adjectives in each pair were separated by a 
nine-interval scale and a standard set of instructions for the values 
of the intervals and the use of the instrument was prepared. The set 
of instructions and the ACD are reproduced in Appendix D. 
Culpability Item 
To assess subjects' perceptions of the culpability of the accused 
person, a forced-choice item was constructed. Subjects were directed 
to recall the stimulus materials they had read and then indicate 
whether they thought the accused person (11 D r. Arthur Mi 1 es1 ') did or 
did~ deserve to be criticized for his actions and attitudes, as out-
lined in the set of charges. This item, along with instructions for its 
completion, appears in Appendix E. 
Intensity of Conviction Item 
To assess the intensity of conviction produced by both the set of 
charges (for control group subjects) and, more importantly, each style 
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of apologia, a special ,tern was constructed This item required sub-
Jects to consider the Judgment they had made concerning the accused's 
or apologist's culpabil 1ty and then indicate the certainty with which 
they held that conviction Subjects were provided with a choice among 
seven alternative levels of certainty This item, along with the in-
structions for its completion, appears in Appendix E. Immediately 
following the item there appears an open-ended probe used to e11c1t 
from subjects the reasons for their responses to the culpability and 
intensity of conviction items 
Speaker Strategies Questionnaire 
The final instrument prepared for use in this experiment was a 
questionnaire providing subjects with a very brief description of the 
characteristics of each of the four apologetic stances (absolutive, 
vindicative, explanative, and Just1ficat1ve) operationalized in the 
stimulus materials. The instructions directed the subjects to read 
all four descriptions and then choose the one description that best 
matched the stance enacted in the apologia they had read This question-
naire is reproduced in Appendix F 
Additional Materials 
The final booklets assembled for subJects 1n each group in the 
experiment included (1) general instructions, (2) the spurious 
copyright notice, (3) a sheet (appearing 1mmed1ately after the counter-
feit teletype copy) cautioning subjects to make certain that they had 
read the 11article'' carefully before continuing, and (4) a sheet 
requesting demographic information. Copies of these materials appear 
in Appendix G. 
Selection of Subjects 
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The 180 subjects (20 per cell of the design) in this experiment 
were all students enrolled in sections of the Basic Communication Pro-
gram at the University of Kansas. Participation in the experiment was 
voluntary, in response to a call for subjects announced by instructors 
in the Program, but participation did fulfill a Research Evaluation 
Assignment required of all students in the Program. Data concerning 
the demographic characteristics of the sample utilized in this experi-
ment appear in Appendix H. 
Experimental Task and Procedures 
Approximately 25 subjects participated in each session of the 
experiment. Sessions were held on November 13, 14, and 15, 1978, 
during both morning and afternoon hours in one of two highly similar 
research rooms (4017 and 4009 Wescoe Hall, University of Kansas). 
At each session, subjects were greeted by the experimenter and 
then given Informed Consent Statements to read and sign. When these 
were returned, subjects were given booklets containing all of the 
stimulus materials, measuring instruments, and instructions for their 
use. The booklets contained (as stimulus materials): (1) the set of 
charges only, or (2) the charges and a partial text of one of the four 
apologias, or (3) the'charges and one of the four full apologias. 
Prior to the sessions, the booklets were ordered so that control group 
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booklets and booklets for each experimental group would be balanced 
across the times/days of the experiment's sessions. Within each session, 
( 
booklets were shuffled and distributed randomly by the experimenter. 
With their booklets in hand, subjects were given a few minutes to 
read the page of general instructions. The experimenter then mentioned 
the portions of those instructions relating to (1) taking the project 
seriously, (2) working alone, (3) asking questions if and when they 
arose. Subjects were then told to begin working and were given forty 
minutes to complete the reading of the "article" and the dependent 
measures. No subject failed to complete the booklet in the time allowed; 
the average amount of time needed by subjects was approximately thirty 
minutes. There was no noticeable talking during the sessions and very 
few questions were asked. 
When forty minutes had passed in each session, the booklets were 
collected and subjects were debriefed. All subjects were asked not to 
divulge the true purpose of the experiment. After the initial session, 
subjects were offered participation credit (prior to the distribution 
of the booklets) if they had heard anything about the experiment other 
than what they had read in the Informed Consent Statement; not one 
subject took advantage of this offer and the minor deception intrinsic 
to the experiment, therefore, does not seem to have been compromised. 
Summary of the Data Analysis 
SubJects' responses to the dependent measures and the demographic 
information sheet were transferred to coding sheets and then to punched 
I 
cards. A spot check of twenty randomly selected booklets against the 
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corresponding entries on the coding sheet revealed no errors in trans-
ferring information, all punched cards were verified against the coding 
sheets prior to being placed into the data analysis decks. 
Responses to the Apologia Credibility Differential were subjected 
to factor analysis procedures to establish the dimensionality of that 
instrument. Responses to the items on the ACD (both individually and 
summed along each of its two dimensions), and responses to the culpa-
bility, intensity of conviction, and speaker strategy items were then 
partitioned according to the respondent's placement within the experi-
mental design. A series of one-way analyses of variance (with appro~ 
priate a priori and a posteriori contrasts appended) and Chi-square 
analyses were then conducted to test the hypotheses guiding this 
experiment. 
It was found that the responses of subjects in the 11partia1 text" 
groups contributed little to the interpretation of the data from this 
experiment, since the scores of subjects in these groups rarely de-
parted significantly from scores of subJects in corresponding full 
text groups. The presentation in detail of the results of this 
experiment, therefore, focuses primarily on the responses elicited from 
those who read full texts (and, hence, experienced complete rhetorical 
transactions analogous to those which "real world 11 auditors might 
confront). 
CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS 
The results of the experiment conducted to test the hypotheses 
presented in Chapter One are reported in this chapter, extended dis-, 
cussion of these results and their impact upon arguments about the 
' structure of the genre of apologetic discourse will be deferred unti1 
the next chapter. The first set of results reported below bears upon 
Hypothesis I and Black's informal speculations about scaling discourse 
according to the intensity of conviction it evokes from the audience, 
The second set of results addresses the remaining hypotheses and Ware 
and Linkugel's proposal that apologetic discourse should be scaled 
according to the rhetorical stance enacted by the speaker, 
Intensity of Conviction 
To test Hypothesis I of this study and the notion that the inten-
sity of conviction evoked by particular strategies might be the best 
dependent measure for differentiating among various genres and sub~ 
genres of discourse, subjects in this study were asked to indicate 
their degree of certainty when making judgments about the culpability 
of the apologist. 
A one-way analysis of variance of responses to this item produced 
nonsignficant results (see Table 3-1) and Hypothesis I of this study, 
therefore, was retained. The mean response to the item (5.56) fell, 
between the statements 11 1 am slightly certain ... 11 and 11 1 am certain 
that my judgment is accurate" (see Table 3-2 for individual group means). 
The modal response (94 of 180 responses) was 11 1 am certain that my 
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judgment is accurate. 11 Only 24 subjects indicated uncertainty about 
their judgments (i.e., selected the neutral point on the scale) and just 
four subjects indicated some degree of certainty that their judgments 
were not accurate. Examination of the narrative comments made by these 
latter 28 subJects indicated that, in the majority of cases, the lack 
of certainty was due to a desire for further information before rendering 
a more forceful judgment (the 28 cases were scattered across all nine 
respondent groups). 
These results, if taken in isolation in accordance with Black's 
speculations, would indicate that there were no significant differences 
in the effects produced by the apologias enacted by the "rhetor11 de-
picted in this situation. They would also indicate that the effects 
produced by the apologias were no different from effects that were pro-
duced when no apologia was delivered and audience members simply read 
a charge against a person and then made judgments about him/her. These 
results, therefore, would indicate that there are not any distinct 
subgenres of apologetic discourse and that apologias are superfluous 
rhetorical displays (since they produced no differences when compared 
with the situation where the accused simply remained mute). These 
conclusions are contrary, however, to those reached when other depen~ 
dent measures of audience effects are utilized (which are discussed 
below). It seems best, therefore, to reject "intensity of conviction" 
as a valid criterion for assessing the effects of apologetic discourse 
and to suspect that its use in attempting to differentiate among various 
genres would produce similarly ambiguous results. The following section 






SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
11 INTENSITY OF CONVICTION" SCORES 
d f. 55 MS F 
Groups 8 5 9778 0.7472 0.741 
Groups 171 172.3500 1 . 0079 
179 178 3278 
TABLE 3-2 
GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
II INTENSITY OF CONV I CTI ON11 ITEM')'( 
(N = 20 for each group) 
(p) F 
n.s. 
Group Mean Standard Deviation 
Full Absolutive Text 5.80 0.8944 
Fu 11 Vindicative Text 5.55 0.8456 
Fu 11 Explanative Text s.ao 0.6156 
Fu 11 Justificative Text 5.60 1 . 0463 
Partial Absolutive Text 5.50 1 . 4 327 
Partial Vindicative Text 5.20 0.7678 
Partial Explanative Text 5.70 1 . 0809 
Partial Justificative Text 5.40 0.9947 
Charge Only (Centro 1) 5.50 1. 1471 
Total (N = 180) 5.56 0.9981 
*1 = 11 1 am very certain that my judgment is accurate11 
4 = 11 1 am uncertain about whether my Judgment is accurate or 
not accurate" 
7 = 11 1 am very certain my judgement is not accurate" 
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that appear to be more valid and more heuristic than does "intensity of 
conviction": the perceived credibility of the rhetor and the perceived 
culpability of the accused. 
Perceived Credibility 
Introduction 
At the outset of this investigation, it was assumed that one of the 
major tasks facing a speaker whose moral character has been attacked is 
the repair of his/her credibility as perceived by the rhetorical 
audience. The outcome of a factor analysis of the Apologia Credibility 
Differential will be summarized first in this section. Differences 
among respondent groups in terms of summary scores for each of the two 
dimensions that emerged from the ACD will then be reported, as will 
differences on individual ACO items. 
Factor Analysis of the Apologia Credibility Differential 
One hundred and eighty responses to the 17 items of the ACD were 
subjected to alpha factoring and varimax rotation by using the SPSS 
"Factor" subprogram (Nie, et al., 1975) as implemented on the Univer-
sity of Kansas Honeywell 6000 (series 60 level 66) computer. Multiple 
correlations were used as communality estimates and intial factoring of 
the unaltered correlation matrix indicated the presence of two factors 
that accounted for 54.6% of the total variance in responses (see Ap-
pendix I for the correlation matrix, multiple correlations of individual 
items 1 and eigenvalues for all initial factors). These two factors 
accounted for 71, 1% and 28,9% of the common variance, Appendix J 
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provides information regarding the unrotated solution. Appendix K de-
tails the varirnax rotated factor matrix and provides the transformation 
matrix used to derive this final solution. 
In the interpretation of the rotated matrix, the following criterion 
was used: an item was not considered to load cleanly on a given factor 
unless (a) its loading on that factor as at least .50 and (b) the 
absolute difference between its primary and secondary loadings was at 
I 
least .30. When the criterion was applied to the final solution, it 
became apparent that the first factor reflected subjects' assessment of 
the moral character of the accused/apologist, while the second factor 
reflected their independent assessment of his competence. Table 3-3 
lists the items retained from each factor for use in further analyses, 
along with their primary loadings. The reader will note that four items 
were eliminated from further analyses because of weak primary and/or 
split loadings: skilled-unskilled, emphatic-hesitant, stable-unstable, 
and forceful-forceless. Of the remaining items, the eight pairs that 
loaded cleanly on the first factor were clearly related to the concept 
of moral character. The five items that loaded unambiguously on the 
second factor reflected a combination of the traditional dimensions 
of expertness and dynamism. To avoid confusion with traditional factor 
labels for these two latter dimensions, this hybrid factor was labeled 
competence, since the notion of competence entails a combination of 
acquired qualifications and the natural talent or ability necessary to 
meet the demands of a situation. 
TABLE 3-3 
DIMENSIONS AND ITEMS OF THE 
APOLOGIA CREDIBILITY DIFFERENTIAL (ACD) 




























Differences in Perceived Level of Moral Character 
To test Hypotheses II, I II, and IV of this study, a one-way 
analysis of variance was performed on respondents' summary scores for 
the eight items of the ACD's Moral Character Dimension. This analysis 
included a priori orthogonal contrasts to test the hypotheses (Ill and 
IV) related to the effects of particular strategies and a Tukey-b 
multiple range test for clarification of the source of the significant 
overall F-ratio. The results of this analysis are presented in 
Table 3-4. The reader should recall when examining this and other 
tables relevant to this section that. (a) scores on individual items 
had a possible range from 1 (the accused/apologist was seen as very 
closely related to the positive attribute) to 9 (the accused was seen 
as very c1osely related to the negative attribute), (b) summary scores 
on the Moral Character Dimension, therefore, could range between 8 and 
72, and (c) that a completely neutral score on this dimension would be 
40. 
The pattern of results from this initial analysis indicates that 
the apologist's level of moral character as perceived by subJects read-
ing any of the variations of an apologia was significantly higher than 
the level perceived by subjects reading only the set of charges. The 
treatment groups, in other words, differed significantly from the con· 
trol group. Hypothesis Ila, therefore, may be rejected: reading a 
partial or full text of an apologia significantly heightened perceptions 
of the accused person's moral character. 
There was one significant difference among treatment groups: those 
TABLE 3-4 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE ACD MORAL CHARACTER DIMENSION SUMMARY SCORES 













A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
(Full Text Groups) 
#1. Absolutive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Justificative 






















Tukey-b Multiple Range Test 
(Alpha= .05) 
n.s. 
(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 
each other, treatments not underlined by acommon line 
are different) 
'\ 





MEANS: 28.4 31.9 32.2 33.2 37.8 39.0 39.6 41.6 51.8 
*II F" & 11p11 indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS = Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Exp1anative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
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reading a partial text of an absolutive discourse perceived the apolo-
gist's moral character to be significantly higher than did those sub-
Jects reading a partial text of a vindicative discourse, a full text 
of a Justificative discourse, a partial text of an explanative discourse, 
or only the set of charges. This difference would allow for the formal 
rejection of Hypothesis llb, since variations in the text of the apologia 
did produce at least one significant difference in perceptions of the 
apologist's moral character. It seems best, however, to retain this 
) 
null hypothesis in light of the fact that a partial text was involved 
in producing the differences. Members of a rhetorical audience will 
seldom be exposed to a "partial apologia'' and the analysis performed 
here revealed no significant differences among the four full texts of 
apologias in regard to their effect upon perceptions of moral character. 
When subjects responses were grouped according to the strategies 
enacted in a full text of an apologia to which they were exposed, how-
ever, a significant difference among the texts did emerge. The two 
apologias enacting denial strategies (the absolutive and vindicative 
discourses) produced significantly higher perceptions of moral charac-
ter than did the two apologias enacting bolstering strategies (see 
a priori contrast #1, Table 3-4). Hypothesis II I, therefore, was re-
Jected. Hypothesis IV, which posited no differences in perceptions 
of moral character when responses were grouped on the basis of exposure 
to differentiation versus transcendence strategies, was retained. The 
a priori contrast used for testing th1 s hypothesis did not reveal signif-
icant differences (see a priori contrast #2, Table 3-4). 
To clarify further the effects of the four types of apologias on 
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perceptions of specific aspects of an apologist's moral character, one-
way analyses of variance were performed on responses to each of the 
eight items of the ACD 1s Moral Character Dimension. The overall F-ratio 
for each of the eight analyses of variance was significant at the .05 
level of confidence (see Appendix L for complete results). The most 
meaningful and economical interpretation of these results was achieved 
when the response profiles for groups of subjects reading a full text 
of one of the four apologias were examined. A distinct dichotomy of 
groups emerged from these profiles: the two texts (absolutive and 
vindicative) enacting denial strategies had similar profiles that were 
more positive than were the profiles of the two texts (explanative and 
justificative) enacting bolstering strategies (which were similar to 
each other). This apparent difference was confirmed by contrasts per-
formed to test the significance of this grouping on each of the eight 
ACD Moral Character items. These contrasts indicated differences on 
each of the following items that were significant at the .05 level of 
confidence: ethical-unethical, kind-cruel, safe-dangerous, just-unjust, 
and trustworthy-untrustworthy. Results of these contrasts are detailed 
in Appendix Las part of the one-way analyses of variance of each item. 
In each case, denial strategies produced higher item scores than did 
bolstering strategies. 
The full text groups that differed significantly from the control 
group on each item of the Moral Character Dimension are detailed in 
Table 3-5 (see Appendix L for the Tukey-b analyses supporting this 
summary). Group means and standard deviations on each item are pro~ 
vided in Appendix M. 
TABLE 3-5 
FULL TEXT GROUPS DIFFERING FROM THE CONTROL GROUP 






















*As indicated by Tukey-b multiple range tests for each 
item at the .05 level of confidence. 
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In summary, this investigation supported the following conclusions 
about the effects of apologetic discourse on audience perceptions of the 
moral character of the apologist· 
{a) Delivery of an apologia repaired perceived credibil-
ity on the moral character dimension. Subjects who read only 
a set of charges attacking a person's moral character perceived 
that person's credibility on this dimension to be significantly 
more negative than did subjects who read a full text of an 
apologia that sought to repair the damage inflicted by the 
charges. Hypothesis Ila, therefore, was rejected. 
{b) There were no differences among the four types of 
apologia in regard to their efficacy in repairing overall 
perceived credibility on the moral character dimension. When 
full text groups were considered, no significant differences 
emerged in overall effectiveness at repairing perceptions 
of moral character. Hypothesis lib, therefore, was retained. 
{c) Apologias enacting denial strategies were more 
effective in repairing perceived credibility on the moral 
character dimension than were apologias enacting bolstering 
strategies. Tests contrasting the responses of subjects 
exposed to denial strategies with those of subjects exposed 
to bolstering strategies revealed that the former group 
perceived the apologist to be significantly higher in 
overall moral character and on selected aspects of moral 
character. Hypothesis Ill, therefore, was rejected. 
{d) Apologias enacting differentiation strategies were 
no more effective in repairing perceived credibility on 
the moral character dimension than were apologias enacting 
transcendence strategies Tests contrasting the responses 
of subjects exposed to transcendence strategies with those 
of subjects exposed to differentiation strategies did not 
reveal any significant differences in perceptions of moral 
character. Hypothesis IV, therefore, was retained. 
The Competence Dimension 
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Since the set of fictitious charges constructed for use in this 
study was focused solely on the moral character of the accused person, 
it was not expected that either the charges or the apologias responding 
to them would affect the subjects' perceptions of the competence of the 
accused. 11 Dr. Miles" was depicted in the charges as manifesting a 
fairly high degree of competence and it was expected that subjects' 
responses on the ACD would reflect this perceptual set. Hypotheses 
Va and Vb were included in this study, however, to allow for tests of 
these assumptions. The former hypothesis posited no differences between 
the experimental groups and the control group and the latter hypothesis 
posited no differences among the experimental groups. To test these 
hypotheses, a one-way analysis of variance was performed on subjects' 
.J 
summary scores for the five items of the ACD Competence Dimension. 
Appendix N provides the results of that analysis, along with group 
means and standard deviations for each item of the dimension. There 
were no significant differences among the groups in regard to their 
perceptions of the accused person 1 s competence and the ratings of the 
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accused along this dimension were uniformly high. Hypotheses Va and Vb, 
therefore, were retained and it may be concluded that (a) the charges 
did not damage perceptions of credibility along the competence dimension 
and (b) that delivery of an apologia had no effect upon perceptions of 
credibility along the competence dimension. 
Perceived Culpability 
The final set of hypotheses tested during this investigation (Via, 
Vlb, VI I, and VII I) was concerned with subjects' judgments about whether 
the fictitious Dr. Miles deserved to be criticized and reprimanded for 
his actions and attitudes, as outlined in the charges against him. Sub-
jects made a forced-choice judgment as to whether the accused person 
was culpable (see Appendix E for a copy of the item and its instructions). 
The judgments rendered by subJects in each group were cast in the form 
of a 2 X 9 contingency table to test Hypotheses Via and Vlb and a 
Chi-square test for differences was computed using the SPSS ''Crosstabs11 
subprogram (Nie, et al., 1975). Results of this analysis appear in 
Table 3-6. 
It is apparent, from the pattern of results in Table 3~6, that 
reading an apologia produces significantly different perceptions of 
an accused person's culpability than does simply reading the charges 
against him. Nineteen of twenty subjects in the control condition 
(95%), who read only the set of charges, judged the accused to be 
culpable. The greatest number of respondents finding the accused to 
be culpable after reading some variation of an apologia was thirteen 
of twenty (65% of the respondents in the group exposed to a partial 
TABLE 3-6 
PERCEIVED CULPABILITY OF THE ACCUSED 
JUDGMENT TEXT GROUP* 
CONT FABS FVIN FEXP FJUS PABS PVIN PEXP PJUS 
Accused DESERVED 19 8 3 11 11 6 9 13 6 BLAME AND CENSURE 
Accused DID NOT 
DESERVE BLAME AND 1 12 17 9 9 14 11 7 14 
CENSURE 
Chi-square= 35.3142, d.f. = 8, P <.os 
~·~11 F11 and 11P11 indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative JUS = Justiffcatfve CONT= Control 
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exp1anative apologia). Hypothesis Via, therefore, was rejected. 
When the partial and full text groups are considered in isolation 
from the control group, there are significant differences among them 
(Chi-square= 15.59, df = 7, p<.os). Hypothesis Vlb, therefore, was 
rejected. The vindicative apologia (full text) was the most effective 
discourse in terms of reversing perceptions of culpability that were 
created by the set of charges. The abso1utive apologia was the next 
most effective full text and the exp1anative and justificative texts 
were the least effective complete discourses. 
Two of the partial texts were very effective in terms of reversing 
perceptions of culpability. The partial absolutive and partial justi-
ficative apologias were slightly more effective, in fact, than their 
corresponding full texts. Subjects' narrative comments indicated that 
the partial texts were "completed" by their readers in a manner highly 
favorable to the apologist. In other words, several subjects in each 
of these groups assumed that the speaker would build a strong case 
against the charges in the portion of the discourse that was missing 
from their booklets. 
The two remaining partial texts (vindicative and explanative) were 
slightly less effective than their full text counterparts, Subjects' 
comments indicated a slightly disfavorable view of the apologist's in" 
direct and/or ameliorative posture in the portion of the text they read, 
These comments reflect actual characteristics of the partial texts they 
read and it would seem that those who read full ~exts found more justi" 
fication for these initial postures and, hence, were more prone to 
"acquit" the apologist. 
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When responses to the culpability item were grouped according to 
the strategies enacted in the full apologias, to test Hypotheses VII and 
VI II, a significant difference emerged. Subjects exposed to denial 
strategies (through the absolutive and vindicative apologias) were 
significantly more prone to view the apologist as not culpable than were 
subjects exposed to bolstering strategies (through the explanative and 
justificative apologias). Table 3-7 summarizes the Chi~square analysis 
revealing this difference. On the basis of this result, Hypothesis VII 
was reJected. When responses were grouped on the basis of subjects' ex~ 
posure to differentiation strategies or transcendence strategies, how~ 
ever, no significant differences were found (see Table 3~8). Hypothesls 
VII I, the final a priori\ hypothesis of this study, was therefore retained. 
In summary, then, it was found that reading an apologia signifi~ 
cantly influenced subjects• judgments about the accused person's culpa~ 
bility. The vindicative and absolutive apologias (in full text form) 
were the most effective in reversing perceptions that the speaker was 
culpable (which it seems were created effectively by the set of charges, 
given the responses of control group members). When responses to these 
two apologias were grouped (on the basis of subjects' common exposure 
to denial strategies), they were found to be significantly more effec~ 
tive in reversing perceptions of culpability than were the other two 
apologias (responses to which were grouped on the basis of subjects' 
common exposure to bolstering strategies), This latter set of findings 
parallels previous results when perceptions of the apologist 1s moral 
character were considered; a brief summary seems in order, therefore, 
before surveying various post hoc tests that were performed on the data, 
TABLE 3-7 
PERCEIVED CULPABILITY. 
DENIAL VERSUS BOLSTERING STRATEGIES 
STRATEGY JUDGMENT 
Accused DESERVED 
Blame and Censure 
DENIAL 





Full Text Groups) 
Chi-square= 5. 1579, d.f = 1, p <.05 
TABLE 3-8 
PERCEIVED CULPABILITY: 
Accused DID NOT 




DIFFERENTIATION VERSUS TRANSCENDENCE STRATEGIES 
STRATEGY JUDGMENT 
Accused DESERVED Accused DID NOT 
Blame and Censure DESERVE Blame & 
Censure 
DIFFERENTI/\TION 
(Absolutive and 19 21 Explanative Full 
Text Groups) 
TRANSCENDENCE 
(Vindicative and 14 26 Justificative 
Full Text Groups) 
Chi-square= 0.9697, d.f. = 1, p) .05 (n.s.) 
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Summary: Perceived Credibility and Perceived Culpability 
The results of this investigation indicated that apologetic dis-
course can (a) significantly repair the perceived credibility of a per-
son whose moral character has been attacked and (b) significantly 
reverse perceptions (created by the charges) that the person deserves 
to be criticized and reprimanded. It was not found that there were any 
differences in the capacity of each of the four styles of apologia to 
repair perceptions of moral character, however, when they were con-
sidered separately. It was also found to be impossible to discretely 
categorize each of the four styles of apologia on the basis of its 
ability to reverse perceptions of culpability. 
When the four styles of apologia were collapsed into two categories, 
however, on the basis of their enactment of either denial or bolstering 
strategies, significant differences consistently emerged. The most 
economical explanation of the overall pattern of results detailed in 
this chapter, therefore, would seem to be that apologias enacting denial 
strategies are significantly more effective in repairing perceptions of 
moral character and reversing perceptions of culpability than are 
apologias enacting bolstering strategies. A discussion of this finding 
and its implications for arguments about the structure of the genre of 
apologetic discourse will be undertaken in the next chapter of this 
report. 
Supplementary Analyses 
A series of analyses of variance and Chi-square tests of contingency 
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tables were conducted using the data from this study in order to check 
for contamination of the results by extraneous characteristics of the 
subject sample. None of these analyses produced significant results. 
It also seems improbable that there were any artifacts from environ-
mental sources, given the randomization of booklets across experimental 
sessions, and it is therefore assumed that the results reported in this 
chapter were not contaminated. 
One additional analysis of questionnaire data was performed that 
does have a bearing on the formal hypotheses tested in this investiga-
tion· an assessment of subjects' abilities to correctly identify the 
style of apologia to which they were exposed. The reader will recall 
that all subjects who read an apologia responded to an item forcing 
them to choose among four descriptions of the stances that might have 
been enacted in the partial or full text. The results of subjects' 
choices are mapped in Table 3-9 in the form of a Chi-square contingency 
table, they indicate that the individuals involved in this study were 
remarkably accurate in identifying the stance enacted in the apologia 
to which they had been exposed, given that they read only a two~sentence 
description of that stance. This finding strengthens the notion that 
the four texts used in the experiment accurately enacted the four 
stances and that each style made sufficient impact upon the subJects 
who were exposed to it ~o lead them to differentiate its description 
from descriptions of other stances. lt appears, in essence, that the 
subjects were capable of acting as informal "judges11 and "critics'' who 
could match, with a relatively high degree of accuracy, a statement of 
the criterial attributes of a stance with its corresponding enactment, 
TABLE 3-9 
PERCEIVED RHETORICAL STANCE OF THE APOLOGIST 
PERCEIVED STANCE TEXT GRoup,•, 
' 
FABS FVIN FEXP FJUS PABS PVIN PEXP PJUS 
ABSOLUTIVE l 3 ,., ,'c 2 l 0 13,'d, 4 0 0 
VINDICATIVE 2 13,'o', 0 0 l l Jtd 0 l 
EXPLANATI VE 5 4 16,'dc 5 4 2 16·': ,'c 8 
JUSTIFICATIVE 0 l 3 l 5,'dc 2 l 4 l l ,':* 
Chi-square= 188.54, d f. = 21 , p < 05 
t·11 F11 and 11 P11 indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative JUS = Justificative CONT= Control 
~~Indicates that this number of subJects in that text group correctly identified the stance taken 
by the apologist in the text to which they were exposed. 
CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION 
The results summarized in the last chapter are discussed below 
relative to the LWO maJor objectives of this investigation: (1) the 
identification of appropriate measures of audience effects for use in 
scaling discourses along that dimension of rhetorical transactions, 
and (2) the clarification of the audience effects of the four subgenres 
of apologia that were differentiated by Ware and Linkugel (1973) when 
they examined the speaker strategies inherent in each type. 
The Audience Effects Dimension of Rhetorical Transactions 
The results produced by this investigation provide evidence that 
"intensity of conviction11 is not an appropriate criterion for differen ... 
tiating among subgenres of apologetic discourse and, in addition, may 
be unsuitable for use in differentiating among other genres. When 
Edwin Black proposed this criterion (1965), it seems that he attempted 
to differentiate among genres (argumentation and exhortation) on the 
basis of the intensity of conviction intended £Y_ the rhetor, as indi• 
cated by the rhetor 1s use of strategies that either employed the 11 1an .. 
guage of emotionality11 (p. 139) or the language of "reasonable discourse" 
(p. 149). When intensity of conviction is operationalized, however, as 
the strength of beliefs actually held £l. auditors and produced~ the 
discourse, it does not appear to be an appropriate criterion for differ-
entiating among types of discourse. 
This investigation did produce evidence that measures of perceived 
credibility and perceived culpability are useful for differentiating 
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among types of apo1ogetic discourse. These measures were Jinked, 
necessarily, with the types of audience effects se1ectively focused 
upon by a rhetor who de1ivers an apo1ogia. It seems to me that a 
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correspondence of this type between the commonly acknow1edged aims 
of a genre of discourse and the aspects of audience response that are 
operationa1ized and measured in investigating the effects of that 
genr~ --- is required if evidence from socia1 science research is to 
be brought to bear meaningfu1ly upon decisions made by critics of 
rhetorical communication. In other words, it is not possib1e (at this 
point in time) to identify an aspect of "audience effects" (e.g., 
intensity of conviction) that spans the entire spectrum of rhetorica1 
transactions and can also be meaningfully used to dicriminate among 
genres. Within a particu1ar genre, however, it may be possib1e to 
discriminate effective1y among subgenres by employing measures that 
are sensitive to changes in the particular aspects of audience re-
sponse that are the target of discourses in that genre. The results 
of this investigation indicate that it is possible to scale types of 
discourse within a genre (in this case, apologia) along an audience 
effects dimension, they also indicate, however, that it may not be 
possible to scale genres along that same dimension, since there is 
currently no measure of audience effects that is both pertinent to 
the focus of each type of genre and sensitive enough to ref1ect 
differences among them. 
Audience Effects and Apologetic Discourse 
The resu1ts of this study indicate that while it is possible to 
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enact and identify four different types of apologetic discourse on the 
basis of the rhetorical stance taken by the orator, the fundamental 
structure (in terms of audience effects) of the genre of apologia 
encompassing those four types centers around the reformative strategies 
used by the orator. 
When subjects participating in the experiment, and disinterested 
Judges assessing its stimulus materials, were asked to behave as if 
they were critics of rhetorical communication, they were able to dis~ 
criminate with a high degree of accuracy among the four types of apologia 
proposed by Ware and Linkugel (1973). Subjects and judges alike were 
usually able to match correctly an apologetic discourse with a brief 
statement of the criterial attributes of rhetorical stance it should 
manifest to be placed within the subgenre of abso1utive, vindicative, 
explanative, or justificative apologia. 
When subjects were asked to behave as if they were auditors of 
rhetorical communication, however, their responses indicated that the 
pragmatic difference among the types of apologia proposed by Ware and 
Linkugel was a function of the strategies employed by the apologist, 
not the unique rhetorical stance taken by the apologist. Subjects who 
were exposed to an apologia (absolutive or vindicative) that employed 
denial strategies perceived the apologist to be significantly higher 
in moral character and significantly less deserving of criticism and 
censure than did subJects,who were exposed to an apologia (explanative 
or justificative) that employed bolstering strategies. This difference , 
can be reduced to a difference in responses to the apologist's choice 
between the two reformative strategies (denial and bolstering) that are 
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available for use in constructing an apologetic discourse. Reformative 
strategies, it will be recalled, are those which "do not attempt to 
change the audience's meaning or affect for whatever is in question" 
(Ware and Linkugel, pp. 275-276). The apologist may either concentrate 
on disavowing 11any participation in, relationship to, or positive 
sentiment toward whatever it is that repels the audience, 11 which would 
be denial, or may instead concentrate on seeking to identify himself or 
herself with something the audience views favorably, which would be 
bolstering (Ware and Linkuge1, pp. 276-277). The former choice, denial, 
was proven by the present experiment to be the more effective strategy 
for repairing an audience's perceptions of damaged moral character and 
reversing an audience 1s perceptions of culpability. 
An apologist, of course, also has a choice between two transforma~ 
tive strategies, differentiation and transcendence, i,n constructing an 
apologia. Transformative strategies, it will be remembered, seek to 
alter the audience's meaning and/or affect for the elements involved in 
the situation (Ware and Linkugel, p. 278). In other words, the rhetor 
can consistently choose between a strategy, differentiation, which 
serves the purpose of "separating some fact, sentiment, object, or re~ 
lationship from some larger context within which the audience presently 
views that attribute," and another strategy, transcendence, which seeks 
to 11 psychologically move the audience away from the particulars of the 
charge at hand toward some more abstract general view11 of his/her 
character (Ware and Linkugel, pp. 278 & 280). The results of this 
study indicate that the choice between these two transformative 
strategies will produce differences in the audience's perception of 
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the rhetorical stance or posture taken by the apologist. If the apolo~ 
gist chooses to employ differentiation strategies, the audience will be 
likely to perceive his/her rhetorical stance to be absolutive (when the 
dominant reformative strategy is denial) or explanative (when the domi-
nant reformative strategy is bolstering). If the apologist instead 
chooses transcendence strategies, the audience will be likely to per-
ceive his/her rhetorical stance to be vindicative (when the dominant 
reformative strategy is denial) or justificative (when the dominant 
reformative strategy is bolstering). The results of this study do not 
provide evidence, however, that either of the transformative strategies 
(differentiation and transcendence) is more effective than the other 
in repairing an audience's perception of an apologist's moral character 
or reversing its perceptions of his/her culpability. 
In sum: the results of this study provide evidence that there 
are four distinct rhetorical stances, as proposed by Ware and Linkugel 
(1973), that may be taken by an apologist and which can be identified 
by members of a rhetorical audience, but that it is the apologist's 
use of either denial or bolstering strategies within his/her discourse 
that will effect differentially the rhetorical audience's perceptions 
of his/her moral character and culpability. 
Implications for Further Research 
This study indicates that social science experimental and analyti-
cal techniques may be meaningfully employed in efforts to clarify the 
structure and pragmatic effects of different genres of rhetorical dis~ 
course. Two separate, although similar, lines of research are pointed 
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to by this study: (1) continued exploration of the structure and 
audience effects of the genre of apologetic discourse and (2) initial 
explorations of the structures and audience effects of other genres of 
discourse. The former line of research should begin with a replication 
of the present study in order to test the validity of its results and 
conclusions. It should then branch out to encompass experiments that 
systematically vary characteristics of rhetorical strategies, rhetorical 
situations, and rhetorical audiences for apologetic discourse, This 
would provide us with a more complete and refined understanding of the 
nature of audience responses to apologetic discourse and the elements 
of the discourse and/or situation that elicit particular types and levels 
of responses. The second line of research could use the set of methods 
employed in the present study as a prototype and begin contributing to 
clarification of strategy- and/or situation-bound audience responses to 
other genres of discourse. Such research would seek to augment the 
efforts of rhetorical critics when they attempt to discriminate among 
types of discourses within a particular genre, just as this study has 
sought to enhance our understanding of the relations among the four 
subgenres of apologia identified by Ware and Linkuge1. 
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DEN!)il;... 110enu1 c:nsut.s of :ne simale disavowal by tne saeaker of any :::1art1c,cat10n 
1n, r-eta~10nsn1p u:>, or ~os,t,ve sent1ment tcward ~natever 1t 1s that r-e~els 
the audi enca. 11 
301.ST!:UNG: '1130 ts tar, ng refers to any ri'letar-i cal s tl"'ai:agy ... n, c.~ ?"t!i nforces :ne e.u s tan ca 
of~ fact. sen~iment. oQJect. ar M!lat10nsn1p. When ~e oaistars, a 
s~ea.ieer- a't"Camaa to 1dent,rJ rnmsal f w,tn somecnng viewed ravaraaly oy 
t.ne mci'fenc:e. 11 
0IFFEREHTIAnON: 1101fferent1&t1011 subsumes tncse stnteg1es wb'fdl sal"'Ye the pur,:,cse 
af sei,arat1 ng SCJDe fact. sentiment., ODJ ect. or rel at1 onshi p fl"'Cm 
sane larger context w1'dl1n •i111nic.n the a.udienc:a ?Nsently views t.+ozat 
attMbuta- ••• In othe~ wards, any strategy wnic., 1s c:gnit1vely 
divisive ••• ,s differentiation. The diffel""l..nt1at1cn fac-:or, 
t.,er-efor-e, ains,st.s of t.iose stl"'ateg1es "'n,c., r!~resent a ,art1cular-
1zat1on of ~,e cbai""';;e at nand, tne psycno1ogical movemen~ an ;ne car-; 
of the aud1enca ,s tcward the less aastract. 1' 
raANSC!;IO~C~: ''This fac'tar takes 1n any stratagy ,,..inc:n ccgn1twely Joins sane i'ac:t., 
sant,men~, ooJect, or re1at1onsn,p w1ti1 scme 1arger ccn~ax~ M,th,n 
,.,,ndl tne ar.u:11enca does nat. :;)resent.ty •new t."lat attributa. • tn 
sun, those s~nteg,es wn,c., 1nvolve a c:.,ange ,n ccgn1t1ve 1aentif1cac,cn 
and 1n mean1ng ractcr :cgether as trans~snaanc:a. Transcendental 
s:rateg1es, :.,e~fare, psyt:halog1c:al1y ~.ove the aucn enc:a away f'l""Om 
t.ie part,ctaia.rs of tne c:.narge a.t nand in a d1rei:':ion tQward sane ncre 
mstract., genei-al view of nis c.,arat:"'.ar. 11 
?..!!!f.!!: 
ASSOLUirrE: 11An acsclut1ve acdress, M!Stilting r't'1'.JD :.,e union of pnmar,ly the 
d1ffer-..nt.1ati0n ana aen1al factors, ,none ,n wn,c:n the speake~ 
seeks acqu1 ttal • • • t:1e ac:::.ased den, es any .-;rang an<1 • . ne 
d1ffer-en't1atas any t'IMcnal at-:r-rbuta 1n ques1:10n fr.:m ,wrata•,er 1t 
, s :hat tne auct, enca f, nds r,aprenens, b 1 e. ·• 
,rnoI CAT!,IE. "The acso 1 ut.1 ve speed! di t:'er1 from t.,e v, ndi cat, ve acidnss 1 n that t t 
i s more s.:;iec, f i c: tnan the la t:a:r. ihe .,, nd, c:a twe aaanss , due ta the 
rel1anca u~on tnnsc:anctental (and denal] stratag1es, penn1ts tne 
ac:used gnut:car ease 1 n go1 ng beyond the sceaf1 c:s af a given c.iarge. 
Suen an acology aims not only at the pr-..ser,at.,on of the ac:usec 1 s 
i,putat'fon, but also at t.ne recagnit10n of :ns greaur i'4art., as a 
human be1 ng r-e J a ti ve to the Nc:Jrtn of n 1 s ac:::;.asers • 11 
~!£~ 11A s1m1 lar d1st1nct1an ,s ~oss1 ble bet;,,een t.ie expl a.native and J 1JSt1fi ative 
;as'tUres. ihe formar-, u a a:mb1nat.1an 0f ~olstar,ng and "11 ffer9n1:-:at1on, 
ts sanawnat l1ION dafensi ve than t.ia 1a:cta:r:=- ata9017 af disccul"'Se relying 
u~cn ttta use- of aalstaring and tnnscenctance straugies." 
;.."<Pt.~1AT!VE. '1!n t.ie exal a.na'Cive addl"'!!ss., t.ie sceaxer as.smes t.iat 1f t!te auan:nca •Jnaer• 
stancs ,i1s me-ewes., ~c:'dans, :,ei,efs, :r "nataver, -:.hey -,,i 1 Je ..inaoie :.o 
c:onaemn 11m. • 
JUSi:F!OT!'IE. 11 ~,e JUS't1 ff cative acc:tress, on -:.,e at.'ier nand, asks :io-c oruy for .. naer-
s-eana1ng, ::iu1: also for aooroval. ·• 
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JUCG£'S NAME· ---------------~ATE. _____ _ S?EECh =---
!n ':rr/ Judgement ( ema 10y1 ng the er, tan a 1 , s tad on t.,e front of tn, s sheet) , c.,e rnetO!"" ea 1 
sanc:a c.,osan ~Y the or-a.tor in tne speec., t rua ..,as. 
CCIRCU ONEl ~SCLUT!VE 1/I:IDI CATI VE J L:STI F! CATI VE 




JUDGES' CATEGORIZATIONS OF APOLOGIA TEXTS 




















































*Judge #13 picked the Justificative stance for the Explanative 
Apologia which she had been assigned, but her written comments 
cone 1 uded with the fo 11 owing statement: 11 I I m not at a 11 sure 
he moved beyond the explanative, but he seemed to be seeking 
approval indirectly. 11 
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APPENDIX C 
THE CHARGES AGAINST MORAL CHARACTER 
AND 
THE APOLOGIAS REPLYING TO THEM 
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NETJ YORK {ANS} - DR. ARTHUR MILES, DIRECTOR OF THE PRESTIGIOUS NATIONAL INSiITtJTE 
FOR BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, RE.\CiED TONIGHT TO CHARGC LEVEL.El) AGAINST HIM L~Si 
WED:: SY THE C:TIZE:\IS FORUM ON SC!ENTifIC RESEARCH. MD.ES, 38, F-rAS BEEN DIRECTOR 
OF iHE INSTiiUTE SINCE: OCTOBER, 1crn.. A WELL-KNOIIJN SPECIALIST IN GENETICT., HE 
RECEIVED HIS PH • D• IN MOCROSIOLOGY FROM CORNEU. AND WAS A FACLJL.iY MEMBER AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS f'OR SEVERAL YEARS. 
THE CONTROVERSY SURROUNDING DR. Mn.ES BEGAN LAST wm. AFiER COMPLETING A 
~OUTINE, THREE:~ INSPECTION OF THE: INSTiiUTE"~ RESORCR AND ADMINmRATrJE 
FACILITIES ON LONG ISLAND., THE: f'ORUM muo A REPORT TFfAT INCLUDED CRITirnM OF 
MILES' PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL CONDUCT. THE: FORUM IS ONE OF SEVERAL GROUPS 
WHICH AGREED, WHEN THE INSTiiUTE WAS ESTABLnHED IN 1974 THROUGH FOERAL AND 
PRIVATE GRANTS., TO OVERSEE AND REPORT ON ACTIVITIES AT THE LONG ISLAND 
LABORATORIES. WHU.E iHE OVERALL TONE OF Tf-'E 48-PAGE REPORT WAS FAVORABLE, Ii 
SHARPLY CRITICIZED DR. MILES IN ITS CLOSING SECTION. T~AT CRmcnrt., WHICH WAS 
PRINTED IN SEVERAL NEWSPAPERS AND QU0TO IN PART ON NEt!JS BROADCASTS ACROSS THE 
COUNTRY. READ AS FOLLO~S: 
"IT MAY BE INl>ICA TED THA i THE DIRECTOR OF' THE INSTITUTE {DR~ Mn.E:l 
IS TO BE CENSURED f'OR HIS ATTITUDES AND CONDUCT- TRIS COMMiiiE£ OF 
iHE: FORUM RECEIVa CONmENTIAL REPORTS FROM SEVERAL STAFF MEMBER~ 
AT THE INSTITUTE WHIGf CHARACTERim TF'£' DIRECTOR AS EXTREME!.. Y 
AUTHORITARIAN AND WHICH INDICATED TFfAT HE MAY HAVE VIOLATED PROFES-
SIONAL ETHICS: BY TAKING CREDIT HIM~f FOR D~COVERIES MADE: BY 
S:TAFF MEMBERS,' DURING !NTERVIEuJS UJITR TA£ STAFF. TFIE DIRECTOR WAS: 
I>ESCRIBO BY THEM AS "HARSH .. " 'UNFEELING,' "OVERBEARING,' 'POlllER 
HUNGRY, ,. MORE: INTERESTED IN PUBLICITY TRAN IN GOO]) RESORCff, ,. AND 
"ONLY CONCERNEJ> WiiH REStJLtt., NOT UJITH SAFaY." IN ADDITION., 
THREE STAFF MEMBERS REFORTO THAT TRE: DIRECTOR"S NAME: APPORO AS 
THE PRIMARY AUTHOR FOR SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL ARiIO.~ REPORTING RESEARCH 
IN WHICH THE DIRECTOR, !N FACT., fifAS NOT INVOLV01 BUT MERELY COOR-
DINATED AS PART OF Htt ADMIN!S'l°RATIVE DUTIES. 
THE: NATIONAL INSTiiUTE FOR BIOPHYSICAL RESORCFf PLAYS A VITAL ROLE: 
IN CONDUCiJ.NG AND COORl>INA TING RES~RCR WHICFf IS ~E:NTIAL TO TrfE 
ADVANCEMENT OF TI=IE RE:ALTH saENCES AND TO TR£ IMPROVEMENT OF THE 
QUALm OF' L.IFE OF TI£ AMERICAN PEOPLE. FURTHERMORE:', REniARCH AT 
THE: INSTiiUiE OFTEN INVOLVES THE USE OF LOHAL BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS' 
AGAINST WHICH BOTH THE: STAFF AN]) TFIE FlUBLIC MUST BE ADEQUA iU Y ~FE:-
GUARDO. THE DIRECTOR OP THE INSiiiUTt: ULTIMATELY RES?ONSIBl.E: FOR 
BOTH TH£ QUALITY OF THE "ESEAROi CONDUCTE]) AT TRE:' LONG ISLAND FAC::J.ITY 
AND FORM SAFCTf OF HIS STAFF AND TFIE COMMUNITY AT LARGE:. DR • 
ARiHUR M!La'" CAPACITY TO MEET TR£SE" RCPONSIS"D..!T!a H"AS SERIOUSLY 
QUESTIONED AN]) n-tIS CoMMI I I EE RECOMMEND~ TFfAT ALL AU.a;A TIONS AGAINST 
HIM BE PROMP11..'f AND iHOROUGfLY INVEmGATtD ... 
DR. MILES RECEIVE]) A COPY OF TH£ REPORT JUST BEFORE: IT ll!AS MAD£ Of.JBLIC. HE AmJ> 
FOR A CHANC~ TO REP'.. y BRIER. y TO THE REPORT., wrm COVERAG~ BY' TRE.: Me:J)IA... AT mE 
NEXT ~EGIONAL Mf:E:iING OF iHE ;:ORUM. HIS ~E'QUEST WAS GRANTO AND irfAT MEt.TING 
WAS HEU> TONIGHT AT TI,£ BARKEl.'f CONFERENCE: CENTER OF iHE crrt UNIVERttrY OF 
NEI&I YORK. ~T THE a:NTER., A NEiil AMPHI'TI-l~TE:R-mu: AUDITORIUM wrm FULL 
FACILITIES FOR NEulSPAPER., RADIO, ..\ND m..EVISION COVERAGE:" DRa Mit.C ~POK~ TO 











































NYCL.2119.50081..2 OPTENEXCL 0079. 
TYPE:" ORGANIZATION-, IS OPEN TO ANY PERSON INTERES'TO IN "!C!ENCt, saOJmTS., AND 
TJ-IE IMPACT OF SCIDTIYIC R~E:ARCH ON OUR EVERYDAY LIVES," ACCORDING TO THE FORUM'S 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIREC'OR, DR. ANGEL.A SOUTHERN. "MEI'!SERS COME:' PROM AU. WALKS OF' 
LIFE AND GET iOGE7HER AMONG ifiEnSEl.VES AND WiiH ~CIENTISTS 70 EXCHANGE ID£AS." 
THE FOM ALSO SERVES TO EVALUATE AND REPORT ON VARIOUS RESEARCH PROGRAMS AC.~OSS 
iHE COUNTRY. 
AT T'rfE: O.OSE OF TI-IE'. REGULAR ME£TING OF nE FORUM-, DR. MIL.S:S liJAS INTRODUCD AN]) 
ADDR~ TI-IE MEMBERSHIPt 
/////FUU. TEXT OF M'IL.£S' SPEE:Of FOLLOhJS. IF YOU WANT TRANSMm!ON., Tff:.Nlllllll/l/1 
IIIIIKF:f 34-STOP-oat.a AND REF'EREN<:£ NY0.2l?iSII. IF' YOU DO NOT WANTIII/IIIII/IIIIIII 
/////i1'ANSMISSION., THEN KEY 62-FINISH /IIIIIIII/II/I/II//IIIIIIII/III/IIIII/IIII/II 
/////YOU HAVE KF:fEJ) 3lf-S1'0P-Oa.2. TEXT FOLLOruS NEXT PAG~ IIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/ 












































~lY Cl2!l950081..2 OPTENEXa. 0.0.7"!. 
TYPE" ORGANIZATION .. IS <)PEN iO ANY PERSON INTERESTED !N ~CIENCE, S:C!ENTISTS, AND 
THE IMPACT OF SCIENTIFIC RE!E:..l.RCH ON OUR EVERYDAY LIVE!-,' ACCORDING TO THE FORUM'S 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR, ~R. ANGaA SOUTHERN. "MEMBERS COM£ FROM ALL WALKS OF 
LIFE: AND GtT TOGE:11-!ER AMONG THEMSELVES AND WITH S:O:E:~mTS TO EXCHANGE IDEAS.~ 
THE FORUM ALSO SERVES TO EVALUATE AND REPORT ON VARIOUS: RESEARCH PROGRAMS: ACROSS 
THE COUNTRY 
AT THE a.os:r OF M REGULAR MEETING OF THE: FORUM .. l)R. u!AS INTRODUCO ANl) 
Al>l>RmED THE MEMBERSH.£P BRIEP'L 'f. HIS REi'TARC FOCUSED ON THE: REQUIREl'IEN~ OF 
HIS ROLE AS: DIRECTOR AN]) ON EXFll.AINING VARIOUS T'E:OlNICAL AS?Ern OF THE: RmAROI 
BEING CONDUCTO AT THE LONG mAND LABORATORIES:. HE STATED THAT RE WAS PRE?ARING 
A rl.JLL REPLY TO irlE a-tARGES: MADE: IN TA£ REPORT, WHia-t HE WILL FOIWARJ) TO THE 
FORUM AND THE MOIA EARLY NEXT WED:. HE THANID TA£ MEMBERS Of M FORUM .. AS 
WELI. AS: THE PRE~ AN!) PUBLIC, FOR AN OPl'ORTtJNITY "i'O BE SEEN SY THEM IN ?ERS:ON" 
SO THAT il-!EY "IJIOULD <::NOW WHO IJJAS: TALX:ING" WHEN HE ~JC HIS REP!.. Y NEXT WEEK. 
80TH DR. MILES AND MEMBERS: OF THE FORUM DECl!NED TO MAKE ANY COMMENTS FOLLO!il!NG 
THE PRES:OITATION • 
-3(1-
/////:F YOU WANT A FULL COPY OF il-!E TEXT OF MD.ES:• STATEMENT tllHEN IT r.=JII/IIIIIII 
/////RELEASED ~EXT WEEK~ KE:Y 34-STOP-Cl8l..2 AND REFERENCE: NYCl"2ffiSfJ///////////////// 
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"Ul>IES AN]) GE,'JTlEIEN1 AS: I STAN]) BEFORE YOU TONIGHT I F'INJ> i'1YS:EI..F FEELING 
90TH ANGRY AND C0NFIJSEJ>. I AM .\NGRY BECAUSE I HAVE SEEN ATiACKEJ> FOR DOING MY 
Joa; FOR DOING iHE JOS THAT u!AS: ASSIGNED TO Mt AL.l'l0S:T ThlO YEARS: AGO ldHEN I BE-
CAME DIRECTOR OF THE :-lATI0NAL. INSTITUTE FOR BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH. I AM 
C0NFUSEJ> BECAUSE !T S:EEJ'IS I AM BEING ASKEJ> TO CHANGE THE !i.lA'f IN WHICH I CARRY 
OUT MY RESPONSIBIL..TTm, BUT I ON fINJ) ~o ldAY TO ])0 THAT IIIITHOUT OPENING MVS:aF 
TO MORE ATTACC. LET ME EXPLAIN THE s:InJATI0N IN MOR£ DETA:n. AN]) YOU WILJ. SE:£ 
MY ])Jl.£11MA • 
I AM ANGRY BECAUSE I HAVE BEEN OIARGEl> fllI'n,f BEING AN 'AUTHORITARIAN• AN» 
ldITH TAKING CREJ>IT FOR RESEARCH WHICH IIIAS NOT MY OrdN. THOSE CHARGES ARE SIMPLY 
NOT TRUE I DENY THEM. AT iHE SAME TirlE, HOldEVER .. I 'THINK I CAN IDENTIFY THE 
MISINTERPl'ETATI0NS iHAT LEl> TO TH£ ACCUSATIONS: • 
AS THE DIRECTOR OF ONE OF THE LARGEST, MOST ADVANCE]) RESEARCH FAC:n.ITIES IN 
iHE UNITEl> STATES, I AM REG3.II~O i0 BE A STRONG LEADER- TI-IE INS:TiiUTE RUNS: 
ON MONEY FROM THE FOERAL. GOVERNMENT, WHICH IS ULTIMATELY MONEY FROM EACH AND 
EVERY ONE OF US: .dHO PAYS TAXES. IT ALSO RUNS ON MONEY FROM PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS:, 
WHICH IS UL.i!MATEI..Y MONEY 'THAT IS DENIEl> TO OTHER WORTHY CAus:E:s: IN FAVOR OF 
SUPPORTING THE INSTITUTE I THINK WE ALL AGREE THAT THE MONEY INVESTO IN THE 
INSTITUTE IS MONEY SPENT ldEI..L, ALI'IOS:T EVERY DAY WE ARE MAKING ADVANCES TI-!Ai 
BENEFIT iHE HEAL.iii SCIENcts AND TI-IE PEOA.E THEY SERVE BUT THOSE ADVANCES 
WOUL.l) NOT BE POSs:ISI.E lilITHOUT FIRM CONTROL AND COORDINATION OF THE MAS:S...--VE 
STAFF AT THE INSTITUTE. 
WITHOUT STRONG LEADERSHIP .. THE LONG mANl) LABORATORY bJOIJU) BECOME A saENTif!C 
'TOWER OF BABEL.' EACH STAFF MEMBER WOULD BE PIJRSUING A DIFFERENT GOAL AND 
ldAS'l'ING TIM£ AND MONEY IN A HEl..iER-s:KEI.iER SCRAMBLE F'OR F'AME AN]) FORTUNE. 
DIFFERENT LINES OF RESEARCH 610UL.l> SE l>EVELOPEl> AT CROS:S:D, OFTEN CONTRADICTORY 
PIJRPOSES. EQJIPMENT AND FACILITIES fdOULJ) BE UNNECmAR:n.Y DUPUCATO I THINK 
YOU CAN F!LL IN THE REST OF THE PICME FOR YOURSEI.. VES • • 
IT IS MY JOB, MY DUTY, MY MOST IMPORTANT GOAL TO KEEP A SITUATION L.!Kt THAT 
FROM DEVELOPING. I AM NOT A 'HARSH .. ' 'UNFEELING,' OR •OVERBEARING' FERS:0N, 
ALiHOUGH T'r!E REPORT ISSUO LAST llle:EX CHARACTERIZC ME THAT WAY, IT ldOULl) '\IOT 
BE POSSIBLE FOR SUCH A PERSON TO DEAL lilITH THE DELICATE, OFTEN FIERY TEMPERAMENTS 
OF THE BRILLIANT AN]) AGGRESSIVE saENmTS !JJHO MAK£ UP OUR STAFF- BUT I AM A 
STRONG LEADER, I AM CAPASL.E OF CONTROL.LING OUTBURSTS AND SITUATIONS THAT WOULD 
TI-,REATEN TH£ ATMOSPHERE OF TEAl'llll0RK THAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THE INmTUTE"S 
OPERATIONS. I CAN BE FIRM, RATIONAL, AN]) OBJECTIVE• THOSE ARE FUNl>Al'IENTAL 
REQUIREMENTS OF MY JOB AND I AM R..EAS:O ldITH MY CAPAaTY TO FULFILL THOSE 
REQUIREMENTS. BUT I ABSOLUTELY DENY THAT IT IS LEGITJJ'IATt TO TRANSL.ATE 
'FIRM .. RATIONAL, AND OBJECTIVE' INTO 'HARSH, UNFEELING .. AND OVEREIEARING 0 • 
I AM ALS:O ANGRY BECAUSE I HAVE BEEN ACCUS:0 OF BEING 'POIIER HUNGRY .. • OF BEING 
A 'PUSLiaTY S:ED:ER• WHO EVEN TAKC CREl>IT FOR TH£ e:rrF0RTs: OF OTHERS. I ])£NY 
THOSE: CHARGES:. WHAT •P®IER' IS THERE FOR ME TO HUNGER FOR .. LAl>IC AND GENTLE-
MENf I AM TH£ DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE. I CANNOT BE PROMOTEJ). I CANNOT 
HAVE At« MORE 'POWER' THAN IS AL.LOlilO BY MY JOB DESCRIPTION OR TFfAN IS GRANTED 
TO ME BY THE STAFF I SUPERVISE: AN]) SERV£. AN]) WHY SHOULJ> I TAKE CREDIT FOR ii,£ 
WORK OF A STAFF MEMBER? I AM !.ONG FAST TI-IE STAGE: IN MY CAREER ~EN ONE MUST 
'PUBLISH OR PERISH.' FRANKLY, I HAVE A LONG AND RA'lrfER IMPlfESSIVE LIST OF 
PIJBL!CAT!ONS THAT REPRESENT MY OldN :::Nl>IVIDUAL. tdORK !NTH£ Fml> OF GENETICS • 
I f'AVE NO Nm TO E:NDANGER THAT LIST SY A])])ING TO IT WORKS TFfAT ARE ~OT MY 0ldN° 
I riAVE BEEN INVOLVED .. ON A REGULAR BAm, .dITH RESEARCH TEAMS AT TH£ INSTITUTE, 
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SEVERAL OCCASIONS, THE ~E~UL'iS OF THOSE: TEAM EFFORTS HAVE BEEN PUBLISHO. AND 
I ASSURE YOU THAT ANY TIME MY NAME APPEARED AS 'FIRST' OR 'SE:NIOR• AUTHOR, IT 
WAS BtCAUSE I HAD DONE THE MAJORITY OF THE ~ORK ON 11-iE PROJECT THE ONLY TYPE 
OF 'PUBLICITY' I AM INTERESTED IN !S 11-iE L~'"ITIMATE: !='UBLIC RECOGNITION OF THE 
JPERA TIONS AND RESULTS OF iiiE NATIONAL !NSTITIJTE F'OR BIOPHYSICAL. RESEARCH. 
FINAU..'f, I HAVt 8£::N ACCUSE:l> OF NOT BEING INTERESTO IN THE: SAFETY OF MY STAFF 
AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC. TH~ CHARGE SEEMS iO SPRING FROrl THE EARLIER JUJ>GtMENT 
THAT I AM SOME KIND OF POfdER HUNGRY, UNPROF~ONAL SLAVE-DRIVER. AS I HAVE iJllST 
FINISHEJ> DEMONSTRATING, THAT JUDGEMENT IS SlMPLY NOT TRUE;. IT CAN NOf.11 9£ IGNORD. 
IT AROSE FROM A MISINTERPRETATION OF MY ROLE AN]) ACTIONS AS DIRECTOR. 
BUT I STIU.. FIND MYSELF CONFUSO, LADIE:S AND GENTI.£MEN. TI-1£ ONLY bfAY I CAN 
ENSURE AND EMPHASIZE SAFETY ll TO CONTINUE THE PATTERN OF STRONG AND CONSCIENTIOUS 
LEADERSHIP THAT I HAVE FIRACTICED AT Tl-IE INSTITUTE IF YOU WOUW> HAVE ME ABANDON 
THE ROLE OF A FIRM AND ~ESPONSIBLE: COORDINATOR, THERE IS NO WAY THAT I COULD 
MONITOR ANl) ENFORCE SAFE"N PROCEDURES AND REGULATIONS A~ I DO NOfil. BUT, IF YOU 
WOULD HAVE ME CONTINUE TO EMPHASIZE THE SAFETY OF THE ~TAFF, 'lrfE PUBLIC, INDEO 
OF ALL OF US HERE TONIGHT • THEN MUST I EXPECT MORE A TTAC~ IN TI-fE FUTURE? 
MUST I EXPECT TO BE HARSHLY AND PUBLICLY CRITICIZED BECAUSE I EXERCISE THE 
AUTHORm DELEGATED TO ME WHEl~EVER I CORRECT A SI'ruATION THAT THREATENS A 
POTENTIAL CAiASiROPH£? 
! TRUST THAT TI-s<>SE CRiiIC~MS WILJ.. CEASE BUT, IN ANY CASE, YOU MAY BE ASSURED 
THAT I WILL NOT RETREAT EVEN ONE STEP FROM MY POSITION ON STRONG AND CONSTANT 
ENFORCEMENT OF SAFETY PROCEDURES. I WOULD RATHER BE REMEMBERED AS iHE: 'AUTHORI-
TARIAN SO-AND-SO' WHO NEVER ALLOIIJE]) OR CONTRIBUTED TO A VIOLATION OF SAFETY 
PROCOURES. • • THAN AS THE 'NICE GUY' WHO I.LIAS DIRECTOR WHEN BIOLOGICAL 
CONTAMINANTS REAOiEJ> TH£ PUSL.IC BECAUSE HE ll.lAS Af'RAI» TO BE FIRM ABOUT SAFETY. 
I THANK YOU VERY SINCERELY FOR TI-fE TIME YOU HAVE GRANTEJ> ME TONIGHT, LADIES ~ND 
GEN11.EJ'1EN. I HOPE THAT YOU WILL CONSDER MY REMARKS CAREFtll'f AND COMMUNICATE 
YOUR REVn:O JUDGEMENTS TO ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. I AM CERTAIN THAT VOU ARE 
ALL AS ANXIOUS AS I AM TO RESOLVE THll MATTE:R, TO SET n BEHIND US SO THAT WE 
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"I.ADIES AND GENTLEMEN, AS I STAND BEFORE YOU iONIGHT I F!Nl> MY:SEl.f Fm.ING 
BOTH ANGR't AN]) CONFUSED• I AM ANGRY BECAUSE I HAVE BEEN VICIOUSLY ATTACKED 
:SIMPLY FOR DOING MY JOB; THE JOB THAT blAS ASSIGNED TO ME ALMOST ThlO YEARS AGO 
WHEN I BECAME DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL t'J:STITUTE FOR BIOpt.tVSICAL R~EARQi. I 
AM CONFUSED AND FRUS':'RATEl) BECAUSE: IT :SE::ii:S I AM BEING A:SKO TO CHANGE THE blAY 
IN WHIOi I CARRY OUT MY R~PONSIBJL."im ••• BUT I QN FIND NO lilAY TO DO THAT 
WITHOUT OPENING MYSEt.F TO MORE ATTACXS • L£T'S LOOK AT TH£ CHARGES MADE AGAINST 
ME, ANl> n-lEIR ORIGINAL SOURCC, IN MOR£ DETAD.. AND YOU lilIU. SE£ MY l>Il.DfflA • 
I AM ANGRY BECAUSE I HAVE BEEN CHARGE!) ldln-1 BEING AN 'Al.ffliORITARIAN• ANI> !dITH 
TAKING CREDIT FOR RCEAROI ldHIOi bJAS NOT MY OfilN. TI-10:SE CHARGES ARE Sil'IA..Y NOT 
TRUE. I DENY n-1£11. AN]) I TI-IINIC IT IS IMPORTANT TO EXPOSE n-lE MOTIVATIONS 
BEHIND THOSE ACCUSATIONS • 
A:S iHE DIRECTOR •F ONE OF THE LARGEST, MOST AJ>VANCD RtsEARCH FAC:!L!i:C IN 
THE UNITED SiATES, I AM REQUIR£l) TO SE A :STRONG LEAJ>ER AN])! A~ YOU, I.ADE 
AND ~E~TI.Ei"'EN, l.!A:S THERE EVER BE£N A :S'fflONG I.EADER, A ?ER:SON CAPABLE OF SE!NG 
F:RM ~ND ASSERTIVE trJHEN THE SITUATION DEMANDED IT, trJHO IJIAS NOT R~ENTED AND 
ENVIED 8'1' A :SMAU. MINORITY OF HIS FOU.OIIIER:s? IT IS JUST SI.JOI A MINORITY THAT 
i-!AS SLANDERED ME IN n-lEIR 'CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS' TO YOUR COMMmEE: 
! AM NOT 'liARSH.' I AM NOT 'UNF£El.ING.' I AM NOT 'OVERBEARING-• I AM A S'fflONG 
1.~l>ER : WAS CHOSEN AS THE DIRECTOR OF THE IN:SiiiUTE BECAUSE! HAD i'HE 
SiRENGTH ANJ> :SK!US TO :SUPERVISE A MASSIVE STAFF OF BRILLIANT AN]) OFTEN TEMPERA-
MENTAL SC!ENTI.STS. THE BOARD OF AJ>VISORS blliO SD.ECTED Mt AS DIRECTOR uiERE 
LOOKING FOR :SOMEONE lilI'nf SEVERAL TALENTS. THEY filANTEl) A PERSON alHO COULD wim..Y 
CONTROL AN]) ALLOCATE MONEY FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, MONEY THAT IS ULTIMATEl.'f 
SUPR.IEJ> BY YOU AND ME ••• BY EVERY ONE OF US WHO PAYS TAXES. THEY !dANTED A 
PERSON !ilHO COi.JU RAISE AN]) :SPENJ may MONEY FROM PRIVATE FOUNJ>ATIONs:, MONEY 
THAT IS ULTil'!ATELY DENIO TO On-lER WORTHY CAUSES IN FAVOR OF S:UP!'ORTING THE 
INSTITUTE- THEY ~TO A PERSON lilHO COIJLl) KEEP THE INfflTUTE FROM BECOMING A 
SCIENTIFIC 'TOlilER OF BABEL,' ldI'TH SCIENmTIS SCURRYING AROUNJ> HEl.iER-sm..TER, 
0\JRSUING CONTRADICTORY GOALS:, WASTING TIME AN]) MONEY AFTER CONSIDERING A 
WEALTH OF CANDDATES FOR THE POSITION OF DIRECTOR~ THE BOAR]) OF Al)VIs:ORS SEl.ECID 
ME AS THAT PERSON THEY bJERE LOOKING FOR. I HAVE :SPENT EVERY J>AY IN THE POSITION 
OF DIRECTION TRYING TO F1JLFIU. THE FAini ANI> TRUST n-lEY Pl.AC£]) IN ME. ON Al.MOST 
A DAILY BASIS, AS YOU KNOW., lilE ARE MAKING ADVANCES THAT DIRECTLY BENEFIT THE 
HEALn-1 SGENCES: AN]) THE PEOPL~ n-lEY SERVE If SOME OF n-lE STAFF R~ENTS MY 
EFFORTS TO BE A STRONG I.EADER, AS MY JOS REaJ~ ••• rt' TfiEY RESENT OUR 
EFFORTS TO PRODUCE S:MOOn-lLY COORDINATED RESE'.AROf PROJECTS THAT ldILL BENEFIT 
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ••• THEN THEY SHOIJLl) SPOO MORE TIM£ EXAMINING n-lE :SOURCE:S 
OF THEIR OWN IMMATURITY., n-lE SOURC~ OF THEIR LACK OF ABIL.ITY TO FOU.Ofil LEGITIMATE 
AUTHORffi- AND THEY SHOl.ll.l) SP£N]) L~ TIME SOIEMING AN]) TRYING TO MAKE ME THE 
SCAPEGOAT FOR THEIR OldN INSEOJRITIES AND FRUSTRATION • 
I AM ALSO ANGRY SECAUSE I HAVE BEEN 4CCUStD OF BEING 'PO&IER HUNGRY,' OF BEING 
A 'PUBLICITY SED:ER• WHO EVEN TAKC CREDIT FOR EFFORTS MAJ>£ BY OTHERS. I DENY 
THOSE CHARGES. THEY ld£R£ MADE, I ASSUl'1E, BECAUSE OF RESENTMtNT OF MY STA'ruS IN 
THE S:CIENT!FIC COMMUNITY, BECAUSE OF RESENTMENT FOR THE TIME I S:F'ENJ> J>OING PUBLIC 
~TIONs:; BECAUSE OF "ESENTMENT FOR iHE MANY UNPAID HOURS I SPENl) smING PUBLIC: 
RECOGNITION FOR THE OPERATIONS AND ~ESIJLTS OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE, 
I AM A PROFESSIONAL SCIENTIST WITH A I.ONG 1..IST OF PUBLICATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
I HAVE MADE IN THE FIEU OF GENETICS. I HAVE NO NEED iO "TACK~ MY NAME ONTO ANYONE 
EI.SE'S WORK TO GAIN RECOGNmON. IN FACT, WHEN I ACctPTED TH£ POSITION OF DIRECTOR, 
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FOR MYSaF I REALIZD THAT I aJOULJ SE SE~ING RECOGNITION FOR 7HE Ei'JT!RE 
SC::ENT!fIC COMMUNITY AT THE !NSTITUTE I WOULD BE SPENDING A GREAT DEAL Of TIME 
TRYING TO ATTRACT THE CUBLIC'S ATTENTION. AND THEN, WHEN I GOT IT,! WOULD BE 
DIRECTING !i TO iHE EF'FORiS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS Of MY STAFF., NOT MYSEl.f. IF' 
SOME Of MY STAFF ~AVE NOT ~PFRECIATED THE COUNTLESS, OFTEN THANK1..£SS HOURS I 
HAVE SPENT ON iHE!R BEHALF, THEN I THINK IT~ OBVIOUS iHAT TI-!EY ARE THE ONES 
WHO ARE 'POWER HUNGRY PUBLICITY S£EXERS.,' NOT ME • 
FINALLY, I HAVE BEEN THE VICTIM OF A RATHER AMBIGUOUS ACCUSATION ABOUT NOT BEING 
INTERE:Sm IN THE SAFEiY OF MY STAFF AND n;e: GENERAL PUBLIC. TI-fIS IS TI-fE MOST 
VICIOUS KIND OF RUMOR IMAGINABLE. THERE ARE NO 'SPECIFICS' TO THE OiARGE., BUT 
Ii FOCUSES ON AN ISSUE THAT TERRIP'ra ALL OF US: THE POSSIBILITY OF A BIOLOGICAL 
CATASTROPHE I ASSURE YOU., LADIES AND GEN1UI'1£N, THAT AS: A GENETiraT I AM VERY 
FAMILIAR WITH THE DANGERS OF BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH- I HAVE BEEN CONSTANTLY AWARE 
Of THE NEEJ> FOR THE STRICTEn POSSIBLE SAFEGUARDS AGAINST THOSE DANGERS. IF 
SAFE'N WAS NOT A PRIORrN FOR ME, I WOULD NOT BE STANDING HE~E: NOW SPOKING TO 
YOU - - - I WOULD HAVE DIED OF CONTAMINATION OR DISEASE IN MY OWN LABORATORY 
MANY YEARS AGO 
THERE IS ABSOLUTEL.Y NO REASON FOR ANY MEMBER OF THE INSTI:iUTE'S STAFF TO HAVE 
RAI!ED THIS SAFETY ISSUE. AS ALL OF YOU KNOflJ, OUR SAFETY RECORD IS 0 ERFECT 
AND OUR SAfITY PROCEDURES ARE OPEN TO MONITORING AND REVIEW AT ALL Tir.ES. THOSE 
IJJHO STARTED THIS RUMOR ARE CRIMINALS ~ND SHOULD BE GfARGED WITH A CRIMINAL OFFENSE: • 
n-lEY HAVE UNNECESSARILY ALARMED AU. OF US AN]), EVEN WORSE, n-lEY MAY HAVE MADE US 
LESS RESPONSIVE: !N CASE A TRUE EMERGENCY EVER ARISES. THEY HAVE CRIED, 'WOLF'', 
WHEa'\J THERE: WAS NO WOLF AROUND • AND THEY SHOULD SE PREVENTED FROM DO ING SO 
AGAIN. 
AND, !N CONQ.US:ION, I AM CONFUSE]). AM I TO BOtd OOl&IN TO A RESENTFUL., IMMATURE, 
UNPROFE:SS!ONAL AND VICIOUS MINORITY WHO HAVE SOUGHT TO DISRUPT iHE OPERATIONS OF 
THE INSTITUTE BY SLANDERING ME? AM I TO ABANDON THE PROFESSIONAL ETHICS I OBSERVE 
AND MY SENSE Of DUTY AND RESPONSIBILm TO TiiE BOARD OF Al>VISORS WHO PI~O ME AS 
DIRECTOR? AM I TO BECOME A WEAK LEADER, A POOR ADMINISiRATOR, A SHODDY SCIENTIST 
IN ORDER TO MEET THE Pe:ffi NEEDS Of THOSE WHO HAVE ATTACm ME? I COULD i>O Tt-lAT, 
I SUPPOSE:. • BUT THEN I WOUU OPEN Mvm.F TO LEGITIMATE ATTACKS ON MY CAPABILI-
TIES AS DIRECTOR, NOT JUST niE FALSE: AND VICIOUS RUMORS THAT HAVE BE£N SPREAD SO 
FAR • 
I TI-iANK YOU VERY SINa:RELY FOR THE TIME YOU HAVE GRANTED ME: TONIGHT, LADIES AND 
GENTLEMEN. I HOPE: THAT YOU Wn.L CONSIDER MY REMARKS CARE:FULLY AND COMMUNICATE 
'!'OUR REVISED JUDGEMENTS TO ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE:. I AM CERTAIN THAT YOU ARE 
ALL AS ANXIOUS AS I AM TO RESOLVE THIS MATTER, TO SET IT BEHIND US SO THAT WE CAN 
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"LADIES AND GD.ITLEME:i~, AS I STAND BEFORE YOU TONIGHT I FIND MYSELF FEC..ING ANGRY 
AND CONFUSED- I AM ANGRY BECAUSE I ~AVE BEEN AITTACKEJ) FOR TRYING TO DO i1Y JOB; 
FOR TRYING TO DO iHE JOB THAT J!AS ASSIGNED TO ME ALMOST ThlO YEARS AGO wHEN I BE-
CAME DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL INSTrnm: FOR BIOPHYSICAL RESEARQi. I AM CONFUSED 
BECAUSE IT SEEMS I AM BEING ASKED ~o CHANGE THE WAY IN WHIOi I CARRY OUT MY RESPON-
S!Bil.ITm, BUT I CAN FIND NO WAY TO DO THAT WITHOUT OPENING MYSELF TO MORE ATiAC~S:. 
LET ME EXPLAIN M srnJAiION TO YOU IN MORE DETAIL AND YOU WILL SEE MY DD.EMMA • 
I AM UPSET BECAUSE I HAVE 8E£N a:NSUREJ> FOR BEING AN 'AUTIJORITARIAN' AND FOR 
TAKING CREDIT FOR SOME OF 'lrlE ~ESEARQf PERFORMED AT 'lrlE INSITITUTE:. ntE HOSTILE 
TONE wm WHIQf THESE Q-IARGES WERE MADE DOES NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE INCROIBLE 
FIRESSURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES I FACE EVERY DAY AS DIRECTOR Of ONE OF THE LARGEST, 
MOST ADVANCED RESEARCH FACIL-TTIES IN THE UNITEl> STATES. I AM EXPECTO TO BE A 
STRONG LDDER AT AU. TIMES'. THE. INSTrnJTE RUNS ON MONEY FROM I THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, 
WHICH IS ULTIMATaY MONEY FROM EACH AND e:vrn ONE OF us WHO PAYS: TAXES- IT ALSO 
RUNS ON MONEY FROM PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS, WHICH IS ULTIMATELY MONEY THAT IS DENIED 
TO 011-IER WORTHY CAUSES IN FAVOR OF ~UPPORTL'JG THE: INSTITUTE IT IS A MAJOR PART 
OF MY JOB TO INSURE THAT EVERY PENNY Of THOSE FUNDS IS SPENT WISELY AND FUU.Y 
JUSTIFIED- I THINK I HAVE MET niAT RESPONSIBILITY AU10S:T EVERY DAY uJE ARE 
MAKING ADVANCES THAT DIRECTLY BENEfU THE !iEALTH SCIENCES AND THE PEOPLE: THEY SERVE • 
THOSE ADVANCES WOULD NOi BE POSSIBLE: WITHOUT MY EFFORTS TO FIRMLY CONTROL AND 
COORDINATE THE MASSIVE STAFF AT THE INSTITUTE • 
WITHOUT STRONG LEADERSHIP, THE LONG ISLAND LABORATORY WOULD BECOME A SCIENT!f'IC 
'TOWER OF BABEL.' EACH STAFF MEMBER WOULD PURSUE A DIFFERENT GOAL AN]) WASTE TIME 
AND MONEY !NA H£1.TER-S:KELT£R SCRAMBLE FOR FAME AN]) FORTIJNE. DIFFERENT LINES OF 
RESEARCH WOUU> DEVELOP WITHOUT COORDINATION AND INTEGRATION. 'lrfEY WOULD BE AT 
CROSSO PURPOSES ••• OR EVEN CONTRADICTORY. EQUIPMENT AND fACD.mES WOI.U BE 
UNNECESSARD. Y DUPlICA TO. I THINK YOU CAN FILI.. IN THE REST OF THE PIC1tJRE FOR 
YOURSEI.. VES • • 
IT IS MY JOB, MY DUTY, MY MOST IMPORTANT GOAL TO TRY TO KEE.0 A nTUAiION LIKE 
THIS FROM DEVELOPING. IF I SEEM, TO SOME OF MY STAFF, TO SE 'HARSH,' 'UNFmING,' 
AND 'OVERBEARING,' IT IS ONLY BECAUSE I AM TRYING MY BEST iO EXERase: LEADERSHIP. 
I AM TRYING MY BEST TO BALANCE AND !NiEGRATt THE DELICATE, OFTEN FIERY TEMPERA-
MENTS OF THE BRILLIANT ANl> AGGRESSIVE SCIENTISTS WHO MAKE UP OUR STAFF I TRY 
MY BEST TO CONTROL OUTBURSTS AND SITUATIONS THAT WOULD THREATOJ THE ATMOSPHERE 
OF TEAMtdORK ntAT IS ESSENTIAL iO THE INSTITUTE: .. S OPERATIONS. I REALLY TRY MY 
BEST TO BE FIRM, RATIONAL, AND OBJECTIVE: •• TiiOSE ARE: FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 
OF MY JOB AND I CONSTANTLY STRIVE TO FULFD..1.. THEM. BUT, IF 'FIRM, RATIONAL, AND 
OBJECTIVE,• SOMETIMES SLIPS INTO BEING 'HARSH, UNFEa.ING, AND OVERBEARING,' IT 
n ONLY BECAUSE OF THE ENORMOUS TASK I FACE IN TRYING TO LEAD AND INTEGRATE A 
D.'UFICULT GROUP OF FOLLOWERS. I NEVER IIJISH TO ABUSE OR INSULT ANY MEMBER OF MY 
STAFF. ANl>, U THAT HAS HAPPENED~ IT IS ONLY BECAUSE OF MY Ef'fORTS TO FULf'ILL 
THE TASK OF LtADERSHIP GIVEN TO ME-
I AM ALSO UPSET BECAUSE I HAVE BEEN ACQJSO OF BEING 'POtiJER HUNGRY,' OF BEING A 
'PUBLICITY SED:ER' WHO HAS TAKEN CREJ>IT FOR THE E:ff'Offl MADE BY OTHERS. IT IS A 
MAJOR RESPONSIBD..J.-rY OF 11-fE DIRECTOR TO SEE THAT THE tilORK AT THE !NSTITIJTE: RE-
CEIVES MAXIMUM EXPOSURE IN THE EYES OF BOTH -:,;E PUBLIC AT URGE: AND iHE: saENT!F'IC 
COMMUNm AS DIRECTOR OF 7HE INSTITUTE, I CANNOT SE CROMOTO, BUT I AM SUPPOS:O 
iO 'PROMOTE" TiiE INSTITUTE !T'SELF I CANNOT HAVE ANY MORE 'POWER' THAU !S 
GIVEN TO ME SY MY JOB DESCRIPTION, SUT ! QN TRY TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE POWER AND 
PREST!GE: OF THE STAFF I SUPERVISE: AND SERVE. I D.IVOL VE MYSELF iO THE GREA TE!T 
EXTENT POSSIBLE: IN THE RESEAROf CONDUCTED BY THE LW~GA TIVE TEAMS AT iHE INSTITUTE 
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WORTHY OF PUBLICATION. AS I AM A RESFECID GOJEiIC!ST WITH A HISTORY OF MEANING-
FUL RE3EARCH AND PUBLICATION,! HAVE OFTEN SEEN LISiED AS 'FIRST' OR 'SENIOR' 
AUTHOR WHEN A MANUSCRIPT WAS SUBMITTED. THIS WAS NOT INTENDED TO BE A VIOLATION 
Of PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AT ALL. • • IT WAS L'JTENDEI> TO 9E A FULFILLMENT OF TIJEM. 
IT SEEMS TO ME TO BE MY PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY ro SEE THAT NEW 
DATA AND PROCEDURES DISCOVERED AT rHE INSTITUTE BE COMMUNICATED AS RAPIDLY AS 
POSSIBLE TO OTHER scmmrs. IF I HAVE PARTICIPATE» IN,\ PROJECT AND rHE PRESENCE 
OF MY NAME ON THE R~RCH REPORT MEANS TiiAT Ii MIGHT HAVE A SETTER QIANCE Of 
BEING RECOGNIZO AND ACCEPT£]) FOR FIUBLICATION-. THEN IT Sm'1S TO ME TO BE MY DUTY 
ro ALLOW i1Y NAME AND REPUTATION TO BE USED- I HAVE: SIMPLY TRIO TO F'ULfIU. MY 
RESPONSIBILITIES AS DIRECTOR AND AS A SENIOR, EXPERIENCED saENmr. I HAVE HAD 
NO INTENTION OF DETRACTING FROM THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF MY STAFF OR OF REAPING 
ANY OF THE!R WELL-DESERVED RE1JJARDS • 
FINALLY, I HAVE SEEN ACCIJSO OF NOT GIVING ENOUGH EMPHASIS TO THE SAFE'rf Of MY 
STAFF AND THE GENERAL PUSL!C I ASSURE YOU-. LADIES AND GENTI..EMEN, THAT S~FETY 
IS ALWAYS: MY FIRST PRIORiiY IN REGARD TO ANY ACTIVITY AT THE LONG n;LAND LABORA-
TORY. IT HAS SEEMED TO ME, 1-!0WE:VER, THAT IT IS PQSSIBL.E: TO SE SO CONCERNED uiIT'rf 
S:AFrn THAT YOU END UP FEaING C0NSTANTI.Y THREATENED AND UNABLE TO MAKE ANY 
PROGRESS ON PROBLEMS TO WHICH ANSWERS ARE DESPARATELY NEEDED. I MAKE: EVERY 
EFFORT NOT TO LET MYSELF OR ~y STAFF BECOME IMMOBD.!ZO, UNABLE TO MOVE BECAUSE 
OF FEAR OF T'iE LETHAL MATERIALS WE: OFTEN MUST HANDLE AT THE SAME TIME, ! HAVE 
TRIO TO MAKE SURE THAT EVERY POSSIBLE SAFETY PRECAUTION IS TAKEN. I TRY 70 
BE A MODEL F~R r~E STAFF I WORK wITH A SCIENTIST WHO IS AWARE OF Tl-IE POS-
SIBLE: DANGER HE PLACES HIMSEl.f IN WHEN HE WORKS IN A LABORATORY, WHO SEE.<S IN 
EVERY WAY TO MINIMIZE: THOSE DANGERS" BUT WHO IS PREPARED., If NECESSARY, TO 
EXPOSE HIMSELF TO SOME SMALL PERSONAL RISKS IN ORDER TO AOiIEVE RESULT'S THAT 
WILL. ADVANCE satNCE AND BENEFIT MANKIND- 'lliAT ROLE AS A 'MODEL' IS YET ANOTHER 
Of' THE MANY TASKS niAT IS DEMANDEJ> OF ME AS DIRECTOR • 
IN CONO.USION1 LA.DIES AND GENTI.D'IEN, I FIND MYSELF Ft:ELING CONFUSED. I ~M FACO 
EVERY DAY WITH AN ENORMOUS VARIE'N OF TASKS AND RESF¢NSmn.ITIES ~N::> ! -fAVE TRIED 
MY BEST AS A SCIENTIST, A PROFESSIONAL, AND A HUMAN BEING iO MEET THOS:S: I>Ei"tANDS. 
AM I TO EXPECT MORE ATTACKS IN iiiE FUTIJRE FOR AU. THAT I TRY TO DO, FOR MY EFFORTS 
TO INSURE TI,£ CONiINUO E:XCaL.ENCE OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE? OR AM I EXPEC"'O TO 
SIMPLY QUIT TRYING, TO SIT BACK AND WATCH ALL THAT WE HAVE WORKED FOR DETERIORATE 
INTO CHAOS: AND CONFUSION? 
I THANK YOU VERY SINCERELY FOR THE TIME YOU HAVE GRANTO ME TONIGHT, LADIES AND 
GENTI.EMEN. I HOFE TI-fAT YOU WD.L CONSDER MY REMARKS AND MY rrrt.JAT!ON CAREFULLY 
AND COMMUNICATE YOUR REVISED JUDGEMENTS TO ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. I AM CERTAIN 
iHAT YOU ARE ALL AS ANXIOUS AS I AM TO RESOLVE TI-llS MATTER, TO SET IT BEHIND US 
SO iHAT WE CAN Gti BACK TO THE BUSINESS OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS AND SERVICE. 


















































"I.AD~ AND GENTLEMEN~ AS I STAND BEPORE YOU TONIGHT I F!"I.I) MYSEL.c: FEEi.ING SOiH 
ANGRY AN.I) CONFUSE:]). I AM ANGRY BECAUS£ I "!AVE BEEN VICIOUSLY ATTACKED FOR SLiPLY 
}OING MY JOB; iHE JOB iHAT blAS ASSIGNED TO ME ALMOST Tri.10 YEARS AGO WHEN I BECAME 
DIRECTOR OF iHE NATIONAL INSTITUTE: FOR BIOPHYSICAL ~ESEARCH. I AM CONFUSEJ> AND 
FRUSTRA'iEJ) BECAUSE: IT SEEl'!S I AM BEING ASKE:]) TO CHANGE iHE blAY IN WHICH I CARRY 
OUT MY RESPONSIBIL.ITE • BUT I ON FIND NO IIIAY iO DO TI-IAT ldin-!OUT OPENING 
MYSaF TO MORE ATTAas. L.ET'S CONSIDER THE CHARGES AGAINST ME AN.I) YOU IJJILL SEE 
MY DILEMMA • 
I Aft ANGRY BECAUSE I HAVE BEEN CENSURE]) FOR BEING AN 'AUTHORITARIAN" AND FOR 
TAKING CREJ>IT FOR SOM£ OF THE RESEARCH PERFORMED AT 'lr!E INSTITUTE. TI-IE WAY 
IN WHICH THESE STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE L"ITO 'CHARGES' AGAL"IST ME INDICATES AN 
IGNORANCE OF MY ROLE: AS TI-IE DIRECTOR OF ONE OF THE l.ARGEST AND MOST ADVANCE:]) RE-
SEARCH FACII.IT~ IN THE UNITED STATES • 
IT IS ABSOL.UTEI.Y ESSENTIAL THAT I SE A STRONG AND FORCEfUL l.EADER, AN 'AUTHORI-
TARIAN~' EVERY DAY THAT I HOU THE OFFICE 01" DIRECTOR THE msTITUTE RUNS ON 
!'!ONEY FROM TH£ FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, WHICH IS LLTIMATEI.Y :"ONE" FROM EACH AND EVERY 
ONE OF US WHO PAYS TAXES. IT ALSO RI.INS ON !'!ONEY FROM PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS~ ldHICH 
IS ULTIMATELY !'!ONEY THAT IS DENIO TO OTHER WORTHY CAUSES IN FAVOR OF SUPPORTING 
Tl-IE L'JSTITUTE. IT IS A MAJOR PART OF MY JOB TO BE SURE THAT EVERY PENNY OF OUR 
TAX MONEY AND 'lr!E FOUNDATIONS' !'!ONEY IS SPENT WISELY AND FULLY JUSTIFIED. I HAVE 
MET iHAT RESPONSIBILITY Al.i'10ST EVERY DAY 111£ ARE MAKING A.l)VANC""c.l) THAT DIRECn.Y 
BE.'lE!"'IT THE HEAL.TH SCIENCES AND THE PEOPLE irlEY SERVE. THOSE ADVANCES WOULD NOT 
BE POSSIBLE blITHOUT MY FIRM CONTROL. AND COORDINATION OF iHE MASSIVE STAFF AT THE 
INSTITUTE 
I blAS CHOSEN AS THE DIRECTOR OF THE INSTI'MJTE BECAUSE I HAD THE STRENGTH AN]) 
SKIU. TO SUPERVISE A 1.ARG£ GROUP OF EXPERT AND OFTEN TEMPERAMENTAL SClENTI!l:iS • 
THE BOARD OF ADVISORS ldHO m.E:CTEJ> ME IJIANTED A PENSON ldHO COIJl.l) KEEP THE INSTITUTE 
FROM BECOMING A SCIENTIFIC 'TOIIIER OF BABEL,' blITH saENTISTS SOJRRYING AROUND 
HELTER-SJCD..TER,. PURSUING CONTRADICTORY GOALS, blASTING TIM£ AND MONEY. ! HAVE 
SPENT EVERY DAY IN THE POSMON OF DIRECTOR JUSTIFYING THE FAITH AND TRUST THEY 
PUCEJ> IN ME. I HAVE AT TIMES BE£N 'HARSH .. ' 'UNFE:aING.,' EVEN 'OVERBEARING' IN 
MY INTERACTIONS !dITH THE INSTITUTE'"S STAFF • BECAUSE THAT IS WHAT MY JOB 
RE'1.IIRED. I HAVE HAD TO USE ALMOST EVERY MEASURE IMAGINA8L£ TO ACCOMPLISH MY 
DUTIES OF BALANCING AND INTEGRATING THE DELICATE., OFTEN VOLATILE PERSONALITIES 
OF OUR BRILLIANT AND AGGRESSIVE STAFF I DO ldHATEVER IS NECESSARY TO CONTROL 
OUTBURSiS ANl>'SITLIAT!ONS THAT THREATEN THE ATrlOSPHERE OF TEAMldORK THAT ll 
ESSENTIAL TO TH£ !NSTITUTE'S OPERATIONS. THAT IS MY JOB • 
I AM ALSO ANGRY BECAUSE I HAVE am DISCREDITED FOR BEING 'FOWER HUNGRY' 
FOR 'SEEaNG PUBLICITY' ••• FOR TAKING PART OF lrlE CREDIT GIVEN TO THE RE-
SEARCHERS AT TH£ INSTITUTE !dHO IIIORK UNl>ER MY SPONSORSHIP AND DIRECTION• IF THE 
DIRECTOR Of THE INSTITUTE WAS NOT Al'IBmous, IF HE l)IJ) NOT CONSTANn.Y Pl.ACE HIM-
SEl.f' IN THE PUSLIC EYE, rF HE DD NOT REGLURLY RECEIVE CREJ>IT FROM I-Ill SCIENTIFIC 
PEERS FOR SCHOLARLY ldORK, THEN THERE 1IIOUU NOT BE AN •INSTI'TtJTE• l"O" VERY LONG • 
YOU ALL KNOW THAT blE AR£ SUFFERING '11fROUGH A PERIOD fllHEN GRANT MONEY ll l>ldINDLING, 
WHEN THE PUB.IC n !>El'IANDING AN ImEl)IATE AND SIGa"IIFICANT R£nJRN ON m INva'l'MENT 
IN RESEAROI, WHEN EVERY ?ASSING l'!ONn. SEES SEVERE OJTBA~ IN ORE.VEN THE O.OSING 
OF A MAJOR RESEAROI FACILITY. IF TRE INSTITUTE IS TO SURVIVE THIS PERIOD~ IF rr 
IS TO CONTINUE ITS TRADMON OF CONSTANT AND MAJOR CONTRISUTIONS TO THE HEAL'lll 
.\ND WELL-BEING OF TH£ AMERICAN PEOPLE, THEN I MUST~ ACTING JUST AS! HAVE BEEN • 
I !'!UST BE 'POWER HUNGRY' • • THAT IS, I MUST SEEK TO OPEN AND CONTROL ALL SORTS 
OF CHANNaS THAT CAN INSURE US THE FUNDS: AND OTHER RESOURCES WE NEEJ>. I MUST SE 
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PUBL:C AND FOCUS: IT ON MYSEI..F, AS: A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE INSTITUTE, AN.DON THE 
INSTITUTE ITSEJ...=, THE PUBLIC MUST BE MADE CONSTANTLY AWARE OF WHO WE ARE AND WHAT 
WE ARE DOING • , OR El.SE THE PUBLIC WI!.l. FORGET US:, STOP SUPPORTING US:, AND 
SUFfE.~ FROM !TS IGNORANCE IN THE LONG RUN. I ALSO MUST RETAIN THE ATTI:NT!ON AND 
SUPPORT Of 011-iER SCIENTISTS, WHEN I ADD MY NAM( AND TITLE TO THE RE.CORT OF A 
RESEARCH PROJECT THAT I DESIGNED OR COORDINATED, ALTHOUGH I MAY NOT HAVE BEEN 
INVOLVED IN THE DAY-TO-DAY LAB WORK, !TIS ALMOST CERTAIN THAT THE REPORT Wil..L BE 
PUSLISHEl). I AM A WEl.1.-+:::NOhlN AN]) RESPECTEl> GENETICIST, I AM DIRECTOR Of THE 
INmTUTE, AN]) I AM THEREFORE AB.E TO HELP GUARANTEE ~SLICATION OF R~EARQI THAT 
MIGHT 011-iERldISE BE IGNORED, 'SC!ENTIFIC' l=U8LICATION IS COMPETITIVE. AND, JUST 
AS: IN TRYING TO PUBLISH A NOVEL OR OTHER PIECE Of WORK, AN ESTABLISHED AND RE-
SPECTO AUTiiOR AS: ONE OF THE WRITERS WILi. HELP OPEN DOORS THAT MIGHT OTHERIIIISE 
RE:'1AIN CLOSED AS: DIRECTOR OF THE INSTI"ltlTE, I HAVE OPENED AND WILi. CONTINUE TO 
")PEN DOORS:' ••• TO SE£ THAT 11-iE EXCEL.I.ENT AND IMPORTANT RESE:ARCH BEING CON-
)UCTED IN OUR LABORATORIES GETS INTO JOURNALS ON A REGULAR BASIS, SO IT CAN BE 
SrlARO AND EVALUATED BY TI-IE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY, THAT IS MY JOB • 
FINALI.Y, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I HAVE BEEN 'lr!E VICTIM Of A RA'lr!ER AMBIGUOUS: 
ACCUSATION ABOUT NOT BEING INTERESTE:l> IN THE SAfrn Of MY SiAFF AND THE GENERAL 
PUBLIC IN ONE SENSE, 11-iE CHARGE IS RDICIJLOUS:, If SAFETY &IAS :--JOT A PRIORITY 
FOR ME, I ~OULD NOT BE STANDING HERE SPEAKING TO YOU NO&I - I &IOULD HAVE DID 
OF DISEASE OR CONTAMINATION IN MY OWN LABORATORY MANY YEARS AGO IN ANOTHER 
SE~ISE, HOWEVER, THE CHARGE IS TRUE I DO EiiPHASIZE 'RESULTS,' RATiiER THAN 
SAFETY, IN MY RCLE AS: DIRECTOR, WHY? BECAUSE~ AS: WiiH ANY LARGE RESEARCH FAC!LITY, 
I HAVE A FULL-TIME SAFETY OFFICER AND SEVERAL PRIVATE AND GOVERNMENTAL 'WATCH-
DOGS' WHO ARE PAID TO INSURE AND EiiPHASIZE SAFETY THEY DO 11-iaR JOBS lilITii MY 
FULi. SUPPORT AND COOPERATION. BUT I DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DO MlR JOBS FOR THEM. 
I EMPHASIZE 'RESULTS' -SCIENTIFIC PROGR~, ACHIEVEMENTS, BREAKTiiROUGHS. THAT 
IS MY JOB • 
) 
IN CONQ.USION., LA.DIES AND GENTLEMEN, I AM CONFUSED, I HAVE SIMPLY DONE MY JOS. 
I HAVE BEEN ATTACKED FOR DOING MY JOB. I HAVE HAD MY WOR'lrl AND THE WORTH Of MY 
ACTIONS SEVERELY CRITICIZED, NOid, I AM UNSURE WHAT TO DO, SHOULD I CHANGE MY 
PATTERN AND BECOME A WEAK LEADER, •• FOOR ADMINI!TRATOR. • UNKNOWN PERSON 
AND •BSOJRE S:OiOLAR? SHALi. I DOOM 'lr!E INSTITUTE TO CHAOS:, LO~ Of PUBLIC AND 
PRIVATE SUPPORT, AND EVENTUAL COLL.APSE? 
OR SHOULD I CONTINUE TO DO MY JOB AS I HAVE BEEN, WITH YOUR RENE"JEJ) SUPCORT AND 
CONFIDENCE, REAPING BENEFITS FOR 'lr!E INSTITUTE AND FOR i\lL OF US:? 
I THANK YOU VERY SINCERELY FOR 'lr!E Tii'IE YOU HAVE GRANTED ME TONIGHT, LADIES AND 
GENTLEME.'-', I HOPE 'lr!AT YOU WIIJ. CONSDER MY REMARKS CAREftJLL.Y AND COMMUNICATE 
YOUR REVISED JUDGEMENTS TO ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. I AM CERTAIN THAT YOU ARE 
ALI. AS: ANXIOUS AS I AM TO RESOLVE 'lr!IS MATTER, TO SET IT BEHIND US: AND GET BACK 
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?E~SONAL PERCEPTIONS 
The ~urpose of this questionnaire 1s to detenn,ne ;our ;:iercect;ons of the 
~erson cescr1bea 1n the article you have read F1ll out ali of :~e items on 
t.1e next •age ,-ntn that. one iJerson in mind (nis/her name appears at the top of 
the next page) 
On the next page you will find a group of bipolar scales. You are to 
describe the person designated at the top of the page in tenns of the intervals 
on those scaies. Please make your responses in tenns of what the scales mean 
to you 
Mere 1s an example of now you are ~o use the scales. 
If JOU -=eel t,at the person you are describing 1s ver11 closelv relatea to one ena 
of t~e scale, you snould place Jour c~eck mark as fciTiows 
;:iat,ent 
,( ---------------- 1r:1oat1 ent 
If JOU feel t,at the person 1s closel1 related to one or :he other end of the scale, 
ycu snoula • lace ;our cnec~ ma~k as follows 
fair -------------- X -- unfair 
If you feel that the person ,s related to one siae of the scale, then you should 
check as fo 11 ows 
strong 
------------ X ---- weak 
If you feel that the person seems only s1ignt1y related to one s,ae as opposed to 




The d1rect1on toward which you check, of course, depends upon which of the two 
ends of the scale seems to you to ce most characteristic of the person you are 
considering. If JOU consider the person to be neutral on a scale, then you 
snould place your check mark 1n the m1ddle interval 
old 
-------- X --------
IMPORTANT (1) Place your check marks 1n the m1ddle of the spaces, 
not on the boundaries. 
This Not this. 
---- ------ --
(2) 3e sure to check every scale •-- DO ,mT LEAVE ANY OUT 
( 3) :,ever put more than one check mark on a s, ngl e seal a. 
young 
Work at fairly nigh speed through the questionnaire. It 1s 1our first impression 
a~out the items and the person you are ctescr1b1ng that we ttant. On the other nana, 




DR ARTHUR MILES 
CLOSELY SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY CLOSELY 
RELATED ~ELATED RELATED RELATED _ _L _ _L _ _L--,-_L_ 
I I I I I 
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PERSONAL JUDGMENTS 
ine purpose of this questianna1re 1s ta determine your opinions about the 
'culpaoility' of the person described 1n the article you read --- your opinions 
aoout 'Nhether or not that person 1s "deserv1ng of blame or censure." based on the 
article you read about nim/her Please respond to the questions below on the 
bas1s of your reading of that article. 
In my Judgment, or. Art:hur Miles (C1rcle one) 
DOES DOES NOT 
deserve ta be crit,c,zed and reprimanded ( "censured") for nis~ actions 
and attitudes, as outlined ,n the charges made in the article I read. 
2. 'iii hen I cons, der how canf1 dent I am about the Judgment I made above. I find 
that I am: 
(C1rcle one) 
a. very certain that my Judgment ,s accurate. 
b. fairly certain that my Judgment is accurate. 
c. slightly certain that my Judgment 1s accurate. 
d. unsure whether my Judgment is accurate or not accurate. 
e. slightly certain that my Judgment 1s not accurate. 
f. fairly certain that my Judgment ,snot accurate. 
g. very certain that my Judgment is not accurate. 
3. Using the back of this page, take ten minutes or so to explain to us the 
reasons for Jour Judgment and the reasons for your certainty/uncertainty 
wnen making that Judgment. 
Your explanation will be an 1mportant source of information for us, so 
please write clearly and te11 us as much as you can about the reasons 
for your Judgment and your confidence 1n your de1:1sion. 
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Reca 11 the te 1 etype text of the s peecn you read by __ or __ -\r_c_:i_ur_Mi_le_s __ _ 
Read through the descriptions given beiow of four 11speaker strateg1es. 11 Then 
select the ONE strategy below wn1ch you th1nk best describes the way that he/ffi 
went about replying ta the charges made aga1nst h1m/m. 
Ind1cate your selection by placing an 11 X11 ,n the space next to the one best 
description Please select only ONE of the four strategies•-- the one you th1nk 
comes closest to descr1b1ng the speaker you read about. 
* * * * .. * 
STRATEGY ONE --- the speaker concentrated on. 
(a) directly denying the charge, and 
(b) trying to appear different than the charges made him seem. 
STRATEGY TWO --- the speaker concentrated on. 
(a} denying the charge, and 
{b) trying to appear bet~er than h1s accusers by making charges 
aga1nst them, by quest1on1ng their motives and character 
STRATEGY THREE --- the speaker d1dn 1 t d1rectly deny the charge, 
but concentrated on. 
{a) trying to explain the reasons for h1s behavior, and 
(b) trying to get the audience to understand the c1rcumstances 
he was 1n. 
STRATEGY FOUR -- the speaker d1dn•t directly deny the charge, 
but concentrated on 
(a) try1ng to explain the reasons for h1s behavior; and 
(b) asking the audience to strongly approve of that benav1or, 
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······••oo NOT GO BEYOND THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO BEGIN WORKINGA******* 
"PEOPLE: IN THE NEWS" 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
During your part1c1pat1on ,n our study, you w1ll be asked to read an article 
taken directly fr01n a news service teletype and and answer a series of brief 
quest1onnaires about that art1cle. It should take you about one hour to complete 
the work requested ,n this booklet • 
.lli!!!, !2!!. carefully !!!.9. seriously. By accepting your offer to help us with 
our research by acting as a "subJect. 11 we have fanned a sort of 11c0ntract11 w1 th you. 
In retum for your attention and eancentrat1on wi11 le you canplete this survey, we 
w111 fully explain (at the end of the hour) the purpose and procedures of our proJect, 
the relationship of our proJect to theory and research ,n ccamun1cation, and the 
specific contributions you have made thrt1ugh your participation. 
fl!!!!. !2!:!, !l.2!!!· This proJect does not involve any assessments of you as 
an 1nd1v1dual Your won: 1s conpletely anonymous --- this booklet is identified 
only by a coding ntn0er that cannot be connected w1th you in any way. Since we 
are using copies of newspaper stories from several different sources, people worting 
around you probably do not have the same set of materials that you have. Simply 
do the best you can to give us honestly the reactions, perceptions, evaluations and 
1nformatian we wil 1 ask for 1n the fotla.ing pages --- that 1s exactly what we need! 
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n.21 working .'!!!!j,l!!, ~you~~ !2.· If you have any quest10ns 
as you work through th1s boot1et, Just raise your hand and one of us w111 try to nelp 
you. When you are finished w1th the proJect, bring 1our booklet to one of us. along 
w1th your consent/part1c1pat10n fonn. Thank you for your assistance! 
~ev,n McClearey 
Toe Un1vers1ty of Kansas 
Pr1nc1pal Investigator 
ARTICl.E 
Please read the follow1ng art1cle* __ ~_M1_1_es_Mee_ts_w_1_th_A_c_c_us_e_rs_'_' __ _ 
carefully, as you would 1f 1t had been ass1gned fol" a class or 1f 1t was a StorJ 
1n wn1ch you Nere particularly 1nterested. 
"'1'he following 1nfonnat10n 1s provided in accordance w1th the requ1rements of 
USC 117(a) 1n regard to reproduct1cn of copyrighted material: 
Source of Article: Atlant1c News Service (no byl1ne) 
Fonnat of Article: __ u_ned_1_ted __ te_1_e_t1_p_e ______ _ 
Type of Rec,roduction: Xero9ra1>hic fran 0Mg1nal teletype 
Type and Date of Penn1ss1on Granted: 
L1m1tec:t Distribution/ 6-78 
(Sourc:e of Copy· Central States ~ews Bureau. Ch1cago 
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STOP*••··················••sTOF••···················••sTOP 
ONCE YOU HAVE GONE BEYOND TiiIS PAGE, YOU MAY !!21 REFc'.R 
BACK TO TiiE ARTICLE YOU HAVE JUST READ. 
IF YOU ARE NOT SURE TiiAT YOU R£AD THE ARTICLE CAREFIJU.Y, 
THEN YOU SHOULD GO BACJC. AND READ N1Y SECTIONS YOU MAY 
HAVE SKIPPED, SCANNED, ETC. 
IF YOU ARE SURE THAT YOU READ THE ARTICLE COfillL£TE1.Y AND 
CAREFULLY, TiiEN YOU SHOULD &0 ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
REMEMIER, YOU MAY NOT REFER BACJC. TO THE ARTICLE AFTER YOU 




Please respond honestly to each of the following questions Th1s 1nfonnat1on 
cannot oe 11nked w1th you ,n any way•-- 1n other words~ your rep11es w111 be 
completely anonymous. Please respond to every quest1on. 
What is your age? 
2. What 1s your sex? Male Female 
3 What 1s your maJor' 
4 What 1s your year ,n school? 
Freshman Sophomore_ Jun1or Sen10r Grad 
5 What 1s your mar1tal status' S1ngle __ Married Dworced 
6 What 1s your rel1gion1 
7 What ethn1c group do you belong to1 
Wh1te American Black Merican Other (please specify) 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
SPEECH .\ND DRAMA DEPARTMENT 
• SPEECH COMMUNICATION AND HUMAN RELATIONS 
o SPEECH PATHOLOGY ANO AUOIOLOGY 
• AAOIO-TELEVISION•FILM 
o THEATRE .ANO ORAMA 
T~e Department of Speech & Orama supports the practice of 
orotectron for human subjects part1c1pat1ng 1n research The 
fol lowing 1nforr1at1on 1s provided so that you can dec1ae \vhether 
you wish to part1c1pate 1n the present study You snould be 
aware that even 1f you agree to participate you are free to 
withdraw at any time 
The study 1s concerned with the evaluations oeople nake or 
different kinds of commun1cat1ons You will be asked to read an 
article and then answer a series of quest1onna1res asking you to 
maKe Judgements about various aspects of that article Your 
responses will be 1dent1t1ed only by a code number, •n other words 
they will be anonymous 
Your part1c1pat1on 1s sol1c1ted, but 1s strictly voluntary 
Do not nes1tate to ask any questions about the study Be assured 
that foLr name will not be associated 1n any way with the research 
f1nd1ngs we appreciate your cooperation very much 





DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECT SAMPLE 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN THE EXPERIMENT= 180 
MEAN AGE· 19 5 years {Standard Deviation· 23 years) 
SEX Male= 79 {43.9%) F ema 1 e = l O 1 ( 5 6 • l % )
MARITAL STATUS· Single= 170 
(43.9%) 










Jewish = 7 
(3.9%) 
None specified= 25 
(13.9%) 
ETHNIC GROUP: Anglo American= 163 
(90.6%) 
Afro American= 11 
(6. 1%) 
Hispanic American= l Other= 5 











APOLOGIA CREDIBILITY DIFFERENTIAL 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS OF ITEMS 




















KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 





















ADM HON QUA SKI ACT AGG ETH KIN SAF EMP 
ADM 1.0 .68 -39 41 -33 . 1 5 -59 -33 .46 .07 
HON .68 1.0 41 32 .26 .03 .65 .53 .54 . 16 
QUA .40 41 1.0 . 41 .45 .27 . 41 .24 .24 . 18 
SKI .41 .32 .42 1.0 .29 .26 .27 . l 3 . l 7 .21 
ACT .33 .26 .45 .29 l • 0 .46 . 17 .04 .03 -33 
AGG . l 5 .03 .27 .26 .46 1.0 . 12 -.07 -.06 26 
ETH .59 .65 . 41 .27 . 17 . 12 l 0 50 52 .09 
KIN .32 .53 .24 13 04 -.07 .49 1.0 . 61 09 
SAF .46 .54 .24 17 .02 -.06 .52 .60 1 0 08 
EMP .07 . 16 . 18 . 21 -33 .26 .09 .09 .08 1.0 
GOO .ss .65 .29 .24 .20 .05 .62 .55 -59 . l 5 
TRA .30 .23 .so .42 44 .23 .24 .09 . 13 .23 
STA .46 -53 -37 31 .29 . 15 .43 .35 .43 24 
TRU -59 .70 40 .30 .25 .09 .57 .47 .55 . 18 
FOR .22 .09 .38 .23 .26 -33 . 15 -.05 -.06 . 15 
EXP -33 .27 .56 .34 49 39 .26 . 1 3 09 . 31 
JUS .69 .68 .39 .30 .26 . l 3 .66 . 51 55 .05 
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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GOO TRA STA TRU FOR EXP JUS 
ADM .55 .30 .46 .59 .22 .34 .69 
HON .65 .23 .53 .70 .09 .27 .68 
QUA .29 .50 .37 .40 .38 .56 -39 
SKI .24 .42 . 31 . 31 .23 .34 .30 
ACT .20 .44 .30 .25 .26 .49 .26 
AGG .05 .23 . 15 .09 .33 .39 . l 3 
ETH .61 .24 .43 57 . 15 .26 .66 
KIN .55 . l 0 .35 47 -.06 . 13 .51 
SAF .sa . 13 .43 .55 -.05 .09 .55 
EMP . 15 .23 .24 . 18 16 . 3 l .05 
GOO 1.0 . 16 -53 .10 07 .25 .68 
TRA . 16 1.0 .31 .32 .26 .58 -)9 
STA .53 . 31 l, 0 .56 . 17 -35 .53 
TRU .70 .32 .56 1.0 . 15 .34 .71 
FOR .07 .26 . 17 . 15 1.0 .39 . 10 
EXP .25 .58 .35 .34 -39 1.0 .33 
JUS .68 .39 .53 .71 . l 0 .33 1.0 
DETERMINANT OF THE CORRELATION MATRIX IS .0001522 
THE EIGENVALUES FOR RETAINED FACTORS WERE AS FOLLOWS: 
FACTOR #1 6.64117 FACTOR #2: 2.64575 
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MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS OF ITEMS 
ADM: .64 HON: .69 
QUA· • 51 SKI: .32 
ACT: .45 AGG: .34 
ETH: .57 KIN· .49 
SAF .54 EMP: .23 
GOO. .65 TRA· • 51 
STA: .43 TRU. .66 
FOR: .27 EXP: .53 
JUS· .73 
APPENDIX J· 
INITIAL ALPHA FACTOR SOLUTfON FOR THE 




INITIAL ALPHA FACTOR SOLUTION 
ITEM FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FINAL 
LOADING LOADING COMMUNALITY 
Admirable-Contemptible - 70850 .20022 .54241 
Honest-Dishonest --73959 .39481 70271 
Qual ified-Unqua]ified -.66018 - 22787 .48790 
Skilled-Unskilled -.51606 -.18338 .29972 
Active-Passive -.53570 -.43593 .47650 
Aggressive-Meek - 34667 -.47558 .34604 
Ethical-Unethical -.67902 33739 56389 
Kind-Cruel -.47036 .48084 .45250 
Safe-Dangerous -.52646 53920 56757 
Emphatic-Hesitant - 30854 - 22637 . 14674 
Good-Bad -.68002 .44109 65696 
Trained-Untrained - 55659 - 31673 41040 
Stable-Unstable -.65248 . 11264 43831 
Trustworthy-Untrustworthy -.75123 .31580 .66407 
Forceful-Force less -.33425 -.36186 .24292 
Experienced-Inexperienced -.63583 ... 43514 -59285 
Just-UnJust -.75215 -37791 .70851 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Common Variance 
12.07980 71. 1 
2 4.91999 28.9 
APPENDIX K: 
VARIMAX ROTATED ALPHA FACTOR MATRIX 
AND 
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
(APOLOGIA CREDIBILITY DIFFERENTIAL) 
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SUMMARY OF ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS 
OF THE APOLOGIA CREDIBILITY DIFFERENTIAL'S 
MORAL CHARACTER DIMENSION 
NOTE: Scores on individual items had a possible 
range from l (the accused/apologist was 
seen as very closely related to the positive 
attribute) to 9 (the accused/apologist was 
seen as very closely related to the negative 
attribute). A score of 5 would indicate 
neutrality in regard to that pair of attributes. 
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SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE "ADMIRABLE-CONTEMPTIBLE" ITEM 
Source d.f. ss MS F -- -- -- -
Between Groups 8 107,8778 13.4847 4.586 
Within Groups 171 502.8500 2.9406 
Total 179 610.7278 
A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
#1: Absolutive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Justificative 
#2 
(Denial Strategies) (Bolstering Strategies) 
Value Std Error t value d.f. lE2.!. 
-.150 .3834 -.391 t 71 n.s. 





Std Error t value d.f. 
.3834 -1.500 171 
) 




(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 




PASS FABS PJUS FVIN FJUS FEXP PVIN PEXP CONT* 
3.90 4.35 4.35 4.40 4.50 4.55 4.60 5.30 6,70** 
,'t-11 F11 and "P11 indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
** These entries are group means (N=20 for each group). 
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SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE 11HONEST-DISHONEST11 ITEM 
Source d.f. ss MS F -- -- -- -
Between Groups 8 187.300 23.4125 6.835 
Within Groups 171 585.700 3.4251 
Total 179 773. 000 
A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
#1: Absolutive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Justificative 




















Tukey-b Multiple Range Test 
(Alpha = . 05) 
n.s. 
(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 




PABS FABS PJUS FVIN PVIN FEXP FJUS PEXP CONT* 
3.40 3.70 3.85 4.10 4.40 4.50 4.55 4.90 7.10** 
*11 F11 and 11P11 indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts .. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
** These entries are group means (N=20 for each group). 
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SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE "ETHICAL-UNETHICAL" ITEM 
Source d.f. ss MS F -- -- -- -
Between Groups 8 192.7111 24.0889 6.979 
Within Groups 171 590.2000 3.4515 
Total 179 782. 9111 
A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
#1: Absolutive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Justificative 
#2: 
(Denial Strategies) (Bolstering Strategies) 
Value Std Error t value d.f. Jill 
-1.55 .4154 -3.731 171 <.05 
Absolutive/Explanative versus Vindicative/Justificative 
(Differentiation (Transcendence 
Strategies) Strategies) 
Value Std Error t value d.f. Jill 
-.28 .4154 -.662 171 n.s. 
Tukey-b Multiple Range Test 
(A 1 pha = • 05) 
(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 





PABS FABS FVIN PJUS FEXP PEXP PVIN FJUS CONT* 
3.25 3.30 3.65 4.00 4.75 4.80 5.00 5.30 6.65** 
-;\'11 F" and "P" indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
** These entries are group-means (N=20 for each group). 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE 11 KI ND-CRUEL" ITEM 
Source d f ss MS F -- -- -- -
Between Groups 8 74 4111 9 3014 4.379 
Within Groups 171 363 2500 2. 124 3 
Total 179 437. 6611 
A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
#1. Absolutive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Just1ficative 
#2 
(Denial Strategies) (Bolstering Strategies) 
Value Std Error t value d f iili. 
-.95 .3259 -2 915 l 71 <.05 






Std Error t value d.f 
.3259 -2.148 171 
Tukey-b Multiple Range Test 
(Alpha = .05) 
iili. 
<.05 
(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 





PABS FABS FVIN PJUS PVIN FEXP PEXP FJUS CONT* 
3.95 4.40 4.90 5.oo 5.35 5.40 5.70 5.ao 6.05** 
,~11 F11 and "P' 1 indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
** These entries are group means (N=20 for each group). 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE 11SAFE-DANGEROUS 11 1 TEM 
Source d.f. ss MS F -- -- -
Between Groups 8 131.2445 16.4056 6.807 
Within Groups 171 412.1500 2.4102 
Total 179 543.3945 
A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
#1. Absolutive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Justificative 
(Denial Strategies) (Bolstering Strategies) 
Value Std Error t value d.f. J.e2.! 
-1.15 .3471 -3.313 171 <.os 











Tukey-b Multiple Range Test 
(A 1 pha = • 05) 
J.eh 
<.05 
(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 





PABS FVIN FABS PJUS FEXP FJUS PVIN PEXP CONT* 
3.50 3.75 4.oo 4.ao s.oo 5.05 5.25 s.45 6.35** 
1,11 F11 and 11 P" indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
** These entries are group means (N=20 for each group) 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE "GOOD-BAO" ITEM 
Source d.f. ss MS F -- -- -
Between Groups 8 102.5000 12.8125 5.029 
Within Groups 171 435.7000 2.5480 
Total 179 538.2000 
A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
#1: Absolutive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Justificative 
#2: 














Std Error t value d.f. 
.3569 -.630 171 




(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 





PABS PJUS FVIN FABS FEXP FJUS PVIN PEXP CONT* 
3.45 3.65 4.00 4.15 4.30 4.65 4.65 4.90 6.15 ** 
*11 F11 and "P" indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
** These entries are group means (N=20 for each group). 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE ''TRUSTWORTHY-UNTRUSTWORTHY'' ITEM 
Source d f. 55 MS F (p) F -- -- -- --
Between Groups 8 142.8444 17 8556 5.002 <.05 
Within Groups 1 71 610.4000 3.5696 
Total 179 753.2444 
A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
#1: Absolutive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Justificative 






















Tukey-b Multiple Range Test 
(Alpha = .05) 
n.s. 
(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 
each other; treatments not underlined by acommon line are 
different) 
PABS PJUS FVIN FABS FEXP PVIN PEXP FJUS CONT7 
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3.70 3.70 3.90 4. 15 4.60 4.85 5.00 5.25 6.65 ** 
*"F" and "P" indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
** These entries are group means (N=20 for each group). 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE "JUST-UNJUST" ITEM 
Source d. f. 55 MS F -- -- -- -
Between Groups 8 152.2000 19.0250 5. 511 
Within Groups 171 590.3500 3.4523 
Total 179 742.5500 
A Priori Contrasts Using Pooled Variance Estimates 
#1: Abso1utive/Vindicative versus Explanative/Justificative 
#2: 
(Denial Strategies) (Bolstering Strategies) 
Value Std Error t value d.f. icl!. 
--975 .4155 -2.347 171 < .05 





Std Error t value d.f. 
.4155 -1.504 171 
Tukey-b Multiple Range Test 
(A1pha = .05) 
(p)t 
n.s. 
(Treatments underlined by a common line do not differ from 




PABS FVIN FABS PJUS FJUS FEXP PVIN PEXP CONT* 
3.25 3.45 3.80 3.80 4.50 4.70 4.85 5.55 6, 15** 
*"F" and "P11 indicate FULL and PARTIAL texts. 
ABS= Absolutive VIN= Vindicative EXP= Explanative 
JUS = Justificative CONT= Control Group (Charge Only) 
** These entries are group means (N=20 for each group). 
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APPENDIX M· 
GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
ON EACH MORAL CHARACTER ITEM 




ADMI = Admirable-Contemptible HONE= Honest-Dishonest 
ETHI = Ethical-Unethical KIND= Kind-Cruel 
SAFE= Safe-Dangerous GOOD= Good-Bad 
TRUS = Trustworthy-Untrustworthy JUST= Just-Unjust 
ENTRIES 
Means are the top entry in each case. The corresponding standard 
deviation appears below the mean in parentheses. 
GROUPS 
FABS = Fu 11 Absolutive Text FVIN = Fu 11 Vindicative Text 
FEXP = Fu 11 Explanative Text FJUS = Fu 11 Justificative Text 
PABS = Partial Absolutive Text PVIN = Partial Vindicative Text 
PEXP = Partial Explanative Text PJUS = Partial Justificative Text 
CONT = Control Group 
NOTE. N = 20 for each group 
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GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
FOR EACH MORAL CHARACTER ITEM 
ITEM: ADMJ HONE ETHI KIND SAFE GOOD TRUS JUST 
GROUP: 
FABS 4.35 3.70 3.30 4.40 4.00 4. 15 4. 15 3.80 
(1.50) (2. 06) (1.75) ( 1 • 79) ( 1. 78) ( 1. 87) (2. 35) (2. 02) 
FVIN 4.40 4. 10 3.65 4.90 3.75 4.00 3.90 3.45 
(1.39) ( 1 . 52) (1.31) ( 1 . 25) ( 1 • 25) (1.08) (1.55) (1.43) 
FEXP 4.55 4.50 4.75 5.40 5.00 4.30 4.60 4.70 
(2. 04) (2. 40) (1 • 65) (1.43) (1.52) (1.72) (2. 14) (2.23) 
FJUS 4.50 4.55 5.30 5.80 5.05 4.65 5.25 4.50 
(2.01) (2.31) (2.54) (1. 80) ( 1. 88) ( 1. 66) (1.97) (1.99) 
PASS 3.90 3.40 3.25 3.95 3.50 3.45 3.70 3.25 
(1. 74) (1.54) ( 1 • 80) (1.43) (1.43) (1.67) (1. 49) (1.55) 
PVIN 4.60 4.40 5.00 5.35 5.25 4.65 4,85 4.85 
( 1. 78) (1.43) ( 1 . 59) ( 1. 46) (1. 48) ( 1. 46) ( 1. 63) (1.63) 
PEXP 5.30 4.90 4.80 5.70 5.45 4.90 5.00 5.55 
(1.90) (2. 1 5) (2.31) ( 1. 13) (1.61) ( 1 . 92) (2. l 8) (2. 11) 
PJUS, 4.35 3.85 4.00 5.00 4.80 3.65 3.70 3.80 
( 1. 63) (1. 73) (l.97) (1.56) ( 1 . 82) (1.73) (1.98) (2.02) 
CONT 6.70 7. 10 6.65 6.05 6.35 6. 15 6.65 6. 15 
( 1 • 26) (1.12) (1.46) (1. l 0) (0.99) (0.99) (l, 50) (1 , 53) 
APPENDIX N 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
THE ACD COMPETENCY DIMENSION SUMMARY SCORES 
AND 
GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 




QUAL = Qua1ified-Unqua1ified 
AGGR = Aggressive-Meek 
EXPE = Experienced-Inexperienced 
FABS = Fu11 Absolutive Text 
FEXP = Fu11 Explanative Text 
PABS = Partial Absolutive Text 
PEXP = Partial Explanative Text 
CONT= Control Group 
GROUPS 
ACTI = Active-Passive 
TRAI = Trained-Untrained 
FVIN = Fu11 Vindicative Text 
FJUS = Fu11 Justificative Text 
PVIN = Partial Vindicative Text 
PJUS = Partial Justificative Text 
ENTRIES 
Means are the top entry in each case. The corresponding standard 
deviation appears below the mean in parentheses. 
NOTE: N = 20 for each group 
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SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source d.f. 55 MS F - (p) F 
Between Groups 8 403.4443 50.4305 1. 567 n.s. 
Within Groups 171 5503.8000 32. 1860 
Total 179 5907.2443 
GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
ITEM: QUAL ACTI AGGR TRAI EXPE 
GROUP· 
FABS 2 45 2.95 2.50 2.35 2.00 
( 1 . 36) ( 1. 73) (l. 73) (2. 08) ( 1. 17) 
FVIN 2.25 2.30 1.95 1. 75 2. 10 
( 1. 12) ( 1 . 46) ( 1. 23) (0.64) ( 1 . 25) 
FEXP 2.90 2.65 2.75 2.00 2.30 
(2. 05) ( 1. 84) (1.59) ( 1. 62) ( 1. 84) 
FJUS 2.40 2.00 1. 70 1. 75 1.65 
( 1 . 60) (1.34) ( 1 . 42) (1.21) (0.75) 
PABS 2.50 1.95 2. 15 1.65 1.75 
(2. 07) ( 1. 64) (1.93) (1.63) (0.91) 
PVIN 2.60 1.95 2.40 1.85 2.00 
(1.35) ( 1 . 05) (2.04) (0.99) (0.86) 
PEXP 2.20 1.95 1.55 2. 10 1.95 
(1.58) (1.10) ( 1 . 00) ( 1. 78) (1.19) 
PJUS 3.00 2.55 1.85 2. 15 2. 10 
(1.95) ( 1 . 85) (1.14) ( 1. 66) ( 1 • 89) 
CONT 3.70 2.90 2.55 2.60 2.55 
(1.98) ( 1. 86) ( 1. 79) ( 1. 88) (l .43) 
